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1. ABSTRACT
Eye movements have a spatial (where people look) but also a temporal (when people look)
component. Various types of visualizations aim to show these components simultaneously,
but it is unclear how well each of them work and whether the adequacy of each visualiza-
tion depends on what question is asked about the data or what kind of data is plotted.

In this thesis, four spatio-temporal visualization techniques for eye movements (chord
diagram, scan path, scarf plot, space-time cube) were compared in a user study. Partic-
ipants (N = 25) answered three questions (what region first, what region most, which re-
gions most between) about each visualization, which was based on two types of data-sets
(eye movements towards adverts, eye movements towards pairs of gambles). Of the four vi-
suals, three use AOIs (Areas of Interest), the chord diagram, scarfplot and space-time-cube,
while only one does not use AOIs (scanpath).

The results show that accuracy of the answers depended on a combination of the data-
set, the question that needed to answered, and the type of visualization. For most ques-
tions, the scanpath, which did not use AOI information, resulted in lower accuracy than
the other graphs. This suggests that AOIs improve the information conveyed by graphs.
No effects of experience with reading graphs (for work or not for work) or education on
accuracy of the answer was found.

The results suggest that there is no single best visualisation of the spatio-temporal as-
pects of eye movements. When visualising eye movement data, a user study may therefore
be beneficial to determine the optimal visualization of the data-set and research question
at hand.

2. INTRODUCTION

2.1. BACKGROUND
Humans make an eye movement around 2 to 5 times per second in order to refocus the
sensitive part of the eye (the fovea) to the area of the scene that is of interest to the current
task [Rayner, 1998]. Recent developments in eye tracking technology allow for the accurate
recording of these eye movements not only while reading text on a computer screen, but
also in real-world tasks, such as driving and making a cup of tea [Land and Hayhoe, 2001].

In order to understand the pattern of eye movements recorded by these eye tracking
devices, it is important to create visualizations of the recorded data that are intuitive and
easy to understand. Attempts to visualize eye movements thus far have focused on where
people look but often fail to capture when, in what sequence and how long people look at
different parts of the scene. A further issue is that when representing the data of all partic-
ipants in a single visualisation will make the result look cluttered, increasing the difficulty
to gather insights from the data.

It is important to simultaneously examine location and time aspects of eye movements:
there is a difference between when a participant looks at an object a lot immediately after
a question is asked and when they look at an object later. The existing visualizations used
for eye-movements are not without problems, for example, they focus too much on where
you look, such as in a heatmap, or how long you look, such as in a dwell time plot, or they
become very unclear as soon as too much information is added. shown, such as a scanpath.

The present thesis will examine currently available methods to visualize spatio-temporal
aspects of eye movement data to get a better understanding what visualisations help an-
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swer which kind of questions. There are a plethora of studies on visualising (spatiotem-
poral) eye-movements. However, there has been done little research in comparing these
techniques to find out what visualisation technique presents data in the most informative
way. In 2017 a taxonomy and survey was published by Blascheck et al. [2017a], investigat-
ing different visualisation techniques used in about 110 research papers. While it presents
a modern overview of available visualisation techniques and how they relate to each other,
it does not present a survey overview what technique works best for a specific spatiotem-
poral data-set. Other surveys known to the author compare scanpath techniques, such
as Peysakhovich and Hurter [2018] and Eraslan et al. [2015] or study the effectiveness of an
individual visualisation, such as the space-time cube Drusch et al. [2014].

2.2. EXPLORATION OF THE TOPIC

TYPES OF EYE-MOVEMENTS

Before we can talk further about visualizing eye movements, it is important to first talk
about eye movements. Two types of eye movements are important for visualizations: fix-
ations and saccades. Humans also make other eye movements, but many of these occur
under specific conditions, such as a smooth pursuit that occurs when the eye follows a
moving object or fixational eye movements that are very small movements that are difficult
to measure. More details about different types of eye-movements can be found in table 1
in appendix A.1.

When we read, look at a scene, or search for an object, we continually make eye move-
ments called saccades. A saccade occurs when eyes shift with attention. This shift starts
and ends at a specific location and moment in time. This type of information is known
as spatiotemporal, referring to two sub terms spatial and temporal. Spatial refers to space
or location. In eye-movement studies spatial refers to the coordinates of eye-movements.
Temporal refers to time, such as elements as when, for how long and in what order?

Between the saccades, our eyes remain relatively still during fixations for about 200-300
ms [Rayner, 1998]. Saccades can be triggered voluntarily or involuntarily. A fixation occurs
when the eyes are focused on an object, such as at words when reading. The eye remains
relatively still for a short amount of time. The function of a fixation is to stabilize the image
on the fovea, so that it can be seen clearly. A fixation may, for example, be considered as a
cluster of gaze coordinates within a specified range in space and time, whereas a brief peak
in the velocity signal of the gaze signal may correspond to a saccade Hessels et al. [2018].

A simplified visualisation of fixations and saccades can be found in figure 1. Here, the
blue dots represent gaze points. The points that are close together in time and space can
be clustered into a fixation. The blue lines that connect the fixations represent saccades.

Figure 1: A simplified visualization by Krueger et al. [2016] of fixations and saccades

During prolonged visual fixation small movements are known to occur. These move-
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ments can be divided into three types: tremor, slow drift, and microsaccades [Larsson et al.,
2016]. A tremor is a small wave-like motion of the eye, a drift is a slow motion of the eye
which occurs simultaneously with a tremor. A microsaccade is the fastest of the fixational
eye movements and has a duration of about 25 ms (the eye movements that occur when
our gaze is “fixed” on an object or a point in space). Classification becomes challenging for
the movements with the smallest amplitudes, and the boundaries between categories are
not as marked as one may assume, particularly between drift and tremor [Rucci and Poletti,
2015].

A stimulus can be any static or dynamic visual content presented to participants during
an eye tracking experiment. Static stimuli can, for example, be text or pictures where the
visible content does not change. Dynamic stimuli can be videos, interactive applications
or real-world scenarios. When looking at static objects, a person mainly performs saccades
and fixations. However, when presented with a dynamic stimuli, a smooth pursuit is per-
formed when the eyes track a moving object. A smooth pursuit can only be performed
when there is a moving object to follow [Larsson et al., 2016].

Another type of an eye-movement is a vestibular ocular reflex, VOR, which refers to a
reflex acting to stabilize gaze during head movement. Last, Nystagmus is an involuntary
rhythmic side-to-side, up and down or circular motion of the eyes. Both VOR and Nystag-
mus won’t be discussed further in this paper. For more information about these movements
the paper by Holmqvist et al. can be consulted.

TYPES OF EYE-TRACKERS

Before explaining how eye tracking data are typically analyzed, it is important to under-
stand how they are recorded. The data-set used in this thesis research is generated by a
head-mounted video-based eye-tracker: the EyeLink 1000, seen in figure 2. This devices
uses a high sample rate of 2000hz which results in high accuracy eye [b]. The EyeLink 1000
uses a camera to capture and process images of a person’s eye by using a light-reflection-
based method known as cross-ratio to estimate the direction of eye gaze. The cross-ratio
method offers two advantages; They do not require hardware calibration and allow free
head motion. During image processing, relevant eye features are detected and tracked,
and used to compute the point of regard (PoR). Typical eye features used are the iris and
pupil borders, eye corners, and corneal reflections generated by light sources (active illu-
mination) [Yoo and Chung, 2005].
There are other ways to measure eye-movements, such as electrooculography (EOG), Search
Coil or mobile eye-trackers. While EOG and Search Coil are not very commonly used any
longer, mobile eye-trackers are actively used in different research branches. Mobile eye-
trackers differ from screen-based eye-trackers in that they require wearing glasses, offering
advantages such as freedom of movement and interaction with real-world stimuli. Despite
these advantages, they also present several challenges. The accuracy of this type of devices
is considered lower then screen-based eye-trackers and analyzing data from wearable de-
vices is complicated by the fact that gaze position is recorded in reference to a participant’s
point of view, rather than in reference to the target stimulus in the environment Macinnes
et al. [2018]. Screen-based eye-trackers only record the eye-movements while wearable
eye-trackers also record the scenery which can be used in the analyzation process, which
will be explained in subsection A.3.4. Table 2 in appendix A.1 lists four different types of
eye-trackers which all come with a different use case.
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Figure 2: The EyeLink 1000 is a head-mounted video-based eye-tracker. The data-set used in this thesis is
generated by this device.

EYE MOVEMENT DATA GENERATED BY EYE-TRACKERS

Before an eye tracking recording is started, the user is taken through a calibration proce-
dure. During this procedure, the location of the pupil is identified. Next, the corneal reflec-
tion is detected, which refers to how light is reflected from the corneas of the eyes. Last, a
calibration point is shown on screen. By repeating the first two steps, a linear regression
model can predict other values for these first two steps.
A recording can be started after calibration. The device will record an x and y coordinate of
the eye and a time-stamp when this movement occurred. The correctness of this recording
is based on a combination of the accuracy and the precision of the recording. Accuracy is
defined by the difference between the measured position of the eye and the actual position
of the target. Precision is considered the degree to which the repeated measurement of a
set of true values produces the same or similar set of measured values regardless of the ac-
curacy of these values. In other words, accuracy could be described as how well a device
captures the location where someone is looking while precision refers the ability of the eye
tracker to reliably reproduce the same gaze point measurements. A calibration can have
high accuracy and precision in which the device captures both the correct location where
someone is looking and manages to measure reliable gaze points.

Figure 3: Explanation of the concept of accuracy and precision in the calibration process of an eye-tracker.
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In case of low accuracy but high precision, the device fails to capture the exact location
where someone is looking but are the gaze points measurements accurate. In situations
where there is a high accuracy and low precision, the device captures the correct location
of where someone is looking but the gaze points are to fragmented. In situations of a low
accuracy and low precision, both the captured location of where someone is looking is in-
accurate as are the measurement of the gaze points. An example can be found in figure 3.
Accuracy and precision is defined by a number of factors, such as how well a participant
looked at the calibration points, how well the device can estimate the middle point of the
pupil, the sampling rate, the spatial resolution of the device, how well it is configured, the
environment light in the room, if a participant is wearing makeup and how well the cornea
reflection can be estimated. The cornea reflection estimation is based on the assessment of
gaze position from the pupil-glint vectors, that is, the relative distance between the centers
of the pupil and one or more corneal reflections. In the image, these reflections are called
glints. The number of glints depends on the number of infrared (IR) light sources. Mestre
et al. [2018].

Most hardware manufacturers supply software that can parse the x and y coordinates
into fixations and saccades automatically. The EyeLink 1000 uses velocity and acceleration-
based saccade detection methods to parse the data eye [a]. Because of the EyeLink 1000
tracker’s exceptionally low noise levels and high spatial resolution, very little data filtering
is needed and thus delay is kept small. At a lower sampling rate, "dispersion" algorithms
are used, which look for periods without much movement. For other eye movements, the
researcher will have to use specialized algorithms (such as those for microsaccades).

Blinks are periods during which the pupil of the eye is occluded. A blink results in the
recording signal to be interrupted and the raw data points will be missing the x,y coor-
dinates. As blinks can make saccades look shorter and result in more fixation points, the
analysis of eye-movements can be complicated by blinks. Most hardware manufacturers
supply software that can detect fixations and saccades but not other eye-movements, such
as smooth pursuit and fixational eye-movements. To detect other types of eye movements,
researchers will often need to rely on custom algorithms and software Engbert and Kliegl
[2003]. As long as the raw eye movement signal can be retrieved, researchers can always
opt to apply their own event detection algorithm.

ANALYZING AND VISUALIZING THE GENERATED DATA

In order to gain insight into eye tracking data, graphs and other ways of representing the
data are created, known as visualisations. A visualisation can contain static information
such as graphics or be interactive or contain animations. Although it is perfectly possible
to create visualizations from raw data, this does not always lead to clear visualizations. A
simplified visualization of someone reading a line of text that is understandable to most
readers can be found in Figure 1. However, if the data for one person is combined with other
persons data, it will be much harder to understand the visualisation, which becomes clear
in figure 4. The left image displays gaze points of five participants. The right image shows
the sequence of eye movement of five participants. Here, the fixations and saccades are
directly superimposed onto the original image in the form of circles and arrows, providing
the viewer a sense of the direction participants looked. In both cases the results are very
cluttered, making it difficult to extract detailed information from these images.
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Figure 4: Two visualisations using identical images to show raw data in different ways. The left image dis-
plays visualisation of gaze points of 5 different participants. The right image shows the fixation order of five
participants.

An example of a visualisation that display eye movements of large number of partici-
pants in an informative way to its viewer, is a heatmap, as seen in figure 5. Here, textitfixa-
tions of all participants are aggregated and visualized with colors. Warmer colors represent
a higher density of datapoints. A heatmap can be used to display fixation density or fixa-
tion duration density. While intuitive and easy to understand to understand by its reader,
no information about the order, individual fixations or what moment in time the fixation
occurred is retained. For instance, the red area in the right image of figure 5 does not ex-
plain at what moment in time the participants looked at this area. Looking at the left image,
it becomes clear that a heatmap used to visualize the data of only one participant is not in-
formative at all as most fixation density areas seem identical in density.
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Figure 5: On the left a heatmap is presented based on the fixation density of one participant. On the right the
fixations of multiple users are bundled into a heatmap kob.

2.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND QUESTIONS
In this research, the aim will be to determine what visualisation techniques can present
spatiotemporal data in the most informative way to its viewers.

Visualizing eye tracking data can provide insights in many research fields. However,
visualizing such data efficiently is challenging without processing the data and may not be
straightforward to understand by its viewers. The available visualization techniques that
can graphically represent temporal eye-movement sequences are limited. There are even
less techniques that result in an uncluttered visualization if used with a multi-user data-set.
In a typical research at least 30 participants take part. As such, a clutter-free visualization
of the data of all participants is difficult to establish.

The following research questions will be addressed:

Which type of visualisation of spatio-temporal aspects of eye tracking data is most infor-
mative to viewers?

Four types of data visualisations will be used in which data of five participants will be
shown. Although both data-sets used in our thesis contained the data of 27 participants,
we chose to only include five participants because none of the visualisations were opti-
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mized to display large number of participants. Using all participants would result in very
cluttered visualisations that would be too hard to understand. We chose to include five
participants as this is generally the highest number of participants one could use in a scan-
path without introducing clutter. This obviously depends on the number of data points
used in the visualisation. For instance, a scanpath of someone reading usually has more
fixations then someone looking at an advertorial. In this case the number of participants
that can be displayed on a scanpath could be lower. Additionally we want to point out that
for a fair comparison, it is important that every visualisation display the same number of
participants.

RQ1: Does the best visualisation technique depend on the type of data?

Two data sets are compared; free viewing of advertisements and decision making between
two gambles. The results should show whether the data-set influences how informative
and intuitive a visualization is. For example, we mentioned earlier that a scanpath cannot
display more than five participants without sacrificing readability. We also indicated that
this number depends on the type of data; a data-set of a user who reads text has on average
more data points than someone who looks at pictures.

RQ2: Does the best visualisation depend on the questions that needs to be answered
about the data?

Three questions are asked to participants. Which area has been looked at the longest, what
has been looked at first and which successive areas have been looked at. The research will
have to show whether the questions asked influence the choice for a particular visualiza-
tion. We ask which area a participant in the original experiment looked at the longest. If we
had asked which area has been looked at the longest, would that impact the outcomes?

RQ3: Do visualisations that use AOIs provide better information?

The visualisations that use AOIs (scarf plot, radial graph) will be compared to a scanpath.
The usage of AOIs usually results in graphical appealing visuals, however, are more appeal-
ing visualisations also better understandable?

RQ4: Does interpretation of the graphs depend on the experience of the participants in
reading graphs?

Participants with and without extensive experience with data visualisations will be recruited.

GENERAL APPROACH

This thesis will examine which of four common visualisations is best to present eye move-
ments of multiple observers and whether the best method depends on the questions one
would like to answer about the data. A selection of four visualisations was made so that
each participant could answer different questions about each type of visualisation for two
different data-sets within a limited amount of time. Two data-sets were used to determine
whether different types of data lead to the same conclusions regarding which visualisation
is best for which question. Figure 6 provides illustrations of each of the four visualisations.
Two of the visualisations (scanpath and space-time-cube) show the eye movements directly
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in relation to the image shown (i.e., no AOIs are used). Two other visualisations (scarfplot
and radial graph) make use of the AOIs. Three of the visualisations make use of fixations
and saccades (scanpath, scarf plot, radial graph), whereas the fourth (space-time-cube)
makes use of the raw eye movements signal. Participants will be asked to answer three
different questions about these graph. By asking different questions, the question will be
addressed whether certain visualisations are better for answering certain questions about
the data

PROPOSED VISUALISATION TECHNIQUES FROM THE LITERATURE

This section descibes the visualisation techniques we created and presented in our experi-
ment. We used the following four different visualization techniques; a scarfplot, a scanpath,
a chord diagram and a space-time cube, shown in figure 6. All visualisations are based on
the same data-set in which participants could freely view advertisements.
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Figure 6: Examples of four different visualization techniques, all based on the same data-set. A) Scarf plot dis-
playing the sequences of AOIs and their dwell-time for five participants, inspired by the work of Bakardzhiev
et al.. B) Scanpath displaying the fixations and saccades of five participants looking at numbers, inspired by
the work of Dalmaijer et al.. C) Space-time cube representing five scanpaths in a 3d environment, inspired
by the work of Drusch et al. D) Chord diagram visualizing AOIs, dwell-time and transitions between five
participants, inspired by the work of Finnegan et al.

Before we discuss the used techniques, we explain in the next paragraph the concept
of areas of interest (AOIs), as all visualisations are based on AOIs except for the scanpath
visualisation.

Area of Interest
To understand better the context in which eye-movements occur, researchers often want
to know at what distinct areas a person is looking. A common practice is to define one
or more areas of interest (AOIs). An AOI is an area in a scene that is of interest to the re-
searcher. These areas can be defined manually by the researcher or automatically via an
object detection algorithm. In this thesis object detection falls outside its scope and won’t
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be discussed further. An AOI helps generate metrics such as time to first fixation in AOI,
AOI-order, percentage time viewing AOI, and others.

An AOI document can be created manually by drawing a surface over the object of area
of interest. An example can be found in figure 8. This method presents different challenges.
Ideally, an AOI includes all fixations belonging to an object while fixations to other objects
are excluded. Unfortunately, due to measurement inaccuracy and insufficient distance be-
tween objects, the distributions of fixations to objects may overlap, resulting in a signal de-
tection problem. If the AOI is to include all fixations to an object, it will also likely include
fixations belonging to other objects (false positives) Orquin et al. [2016]. This can present
a dilemma for the researcher. In cases where fixations overlap several AOIs a choice must
be made which fixation belongs to which AOI. A possible solution is pointed out by Orquin
et al.. fixations that overlap AOIs are usually a result of a data-set with low accuracy or little
distance between objects. Here it is advisable to use smaller AOI margins (0°margin) to bal-
ance the ratio of true and false positive fixations.In cases of high accurate eye-tracking data
(when fixation distributions are expected not to overlap), it is advisable to keep the AOI
margin maximal to include all fixations belonging to the object (reduce false negatives).

Scarf Plot. Scarf plots are visualizations that show the AOIs being gazed at over time.
This visualisation technique is also known as a stacked bar chart and an AOI timeline. An
example can be found in 6A. An AOI-based approach offers a simplification of the data, thus
while being less detailed it gives an easier overview of the data. Furthermore, by showing
multiple participants at once, trends can be spotted that occur between multiple partic-
ipants. However, scarf plots are limited in the amount of AOIs that they can display, as
with an increasing number of AOIs differentiation between the colored bars becomes more
difficult [Bakardzhiev et al., 2020]. This means the chosen colors should be clearly distin-
guishable from each other to be able to see patterns in the visualisation. This logic also
applies to fixation duration. To clearly distinguish duration differences, the length of an in-
dividual bar should be distinguishable from another. In the case of a high number of AOIs,
clustering can be applied whereby the AOIs are divided into certain categories. A common
solution is to create an ’other’ category in which everything will be placed that cannot be
placed in the main categories.

A variant on the traditional scarf plot is the visualisation system SEQIT, developed by
Wu and Munzner. The biggest difference with the traditional scarf plot is that SEQIT is an
interactive tool that focuses on finding sequence patterns that correlate with certain user
characteristics in the data-set. For instance, aggregation of fixations in AOI visits is applied,
allowing the visualisation of the total time an user spent in an AOI region.

Scanpath. A scanpath is a visual representation of the major categories of eye move-
ments, such as fixations and saccades, projected on an image or frame of a video. A scan-
path is based on a data-set that contains space and time data. Space refers to two-dimensional
coordinates of fixations. saccades are often visualised as a line connecting two fixations.
Time refers to the duration of a fixation or saccade.

A scanpath can easily become cluttered when to much information is presented on the
visual. An example can be found in 6B. Here, the eye movement sequences for five partici-
pants are shown. It becomes immediately clear that is very hard to identify typical tempo-
ral aspects, such as viewing order or viewing duration. Or as Goldberg and Helfman noted,
scanpaths contain information about how people see, but traditional tangled, overlapping
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scanpath representations provide little insight about scanning strategies. There are options
to simplify the visualisation, such as adding interactive elements to fixations and saccades
that display information when hovering over the element. However, this will not support
the viewer when to much eye-movements are shown, such as in the right image of figure 4.

Space-Time Cube. A space-time cube allows a researcher to visualize and analyze spa-
tiotemporal data in the form of time-series analysis [Li et al., 2010]. Individual paths are
displayed in an axonometric graphical projection of space and time coordinates. Axono-
metric projection is a type of orthographic projection used for creating a pictorial drawing
of an object, where the object is rotated around one or more of its axes to reveal multiple
sides [axo]. By implementing time as a third dimension on the z-axis, viewers have the
possibility to zoom in on specific areas in time and rotate the visual, allowing its viewer a
better view of the elements of the visualisation. Compared to a 2d visualisation such as
a scanpath, fixations and saccades that overlap can better be identified. However, just as
with a scanpath, to much eye-movements can result in a quite unreadable representation,
as can be seen in figure 6C. In this specific example it is also not clear at what AOIs a par-
ticipant is looking. In the literature a possible remediation is proposed by applying small
cut-outs of AOIs, placed on strategic places in the visualization, such as placing a cut-out
on a scanpath at a specific moment in time. Although a space-time cube was original cre-
ated to display geography Kraak [2008], the technique can be used to visualize other forms
of time-series, such as eye movements. However, in the literature very little references were
available.

Chord diagram. A Chord diagram is a variation on the radial graphs. An example can be
found in figure 6D. Radial graphs are circular data visualizations that encode quantitative
values along axes. The center of the graph can be used to display data that radiates from
the center outward Goldberg and Helfman [2011] or as proposed by Blascheck et al., used
to display the transitions between AOIs. The latter technique is used in a chord diagram. In
this diagram the flows or connections between several AOIs (called nodes) are visualized.
This connection between AOIs is drawn with an arc. A researcher can define what this
arc should symbolize. For instance, in this study the arcs symbolize the eye-movement
transition from one AOI to another. The relationship between the nodes can be weighted,
such that a more thick arc symbolizes a higher numeric value. Also, in this study the size of
the nodes is quantified by the total time participants spent looking at a specific AOI, known
as dwell-time. Dwell-time gives a viewer an overview how much time is spent in an AOI
and therefore looses individual information such as the gaze order of a specific participant.
While gaze order is not retained, a Chord diagram does visualize the transitions from on
specific AOI to another. It does not visualize when this happens, only that there is sequence
between AOIs. Therefore, a Chord diagram already applies a generalisation of data but does
so for only one participant. Multiple graphs can be layered over each other to compare the
generalized data of multiple participant.

Although used in business domains such as human resource management and power
generation monitoring, radial graphs are not generally considered to be as effective as bar
graphs because it can be difficult to read values arranged in a circle effectively. Radial
graphs are, however, effective for assessing the symmetry of values across a quantitative
dimension, rather than comparing their magnitudes where a bar graph would be more ef-
fective. They can also highlight extreme values along these dimensions Goldberg and Helf-
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man [2011]. While a radial graph can show the same information as a bar chart in a radial
setting, we chose to include the chord diagram implementation of a radial graph that uses a
different approach. In this technique fixations are clustered from the perspective of an AOI
and saccades are displayed as a flow from one AOI to another. Because the data is clustered,
individual eye movements can not be traced back to an individual and also the moment in
time is not retained. However, a viewer gets a better sense of how much at specific AOI
categories the participants looked at and what flow between AOIs occurred.

OTHER POSSIBLE VISUALISATIONS

Various other types of visualisations were found during the review of the literature, but were
not included in the comparison, often due not meeting the requirement that they were
straightforward to create or sufficiently different from already included visualisations. We
here discuss a few.

Radial Transition Graph This graph was introduced by Blascheck et al. [2017b]. A Radial
Transition Graph provides transition graphs with a radial layout that enable a direct com-
parison of two or a pairwise comparison of more than two participants Schweizer [2017].
A radial graph uses circular shapes to compare different categories, as can be seen in fig-
ure 7A. The transition graph can be used to evaluate transitions between AOIs. The transi-
tions can also be displayed as a matrix. A transition matrix orders AOIs horizontally in rows
and vertically in columns and each cell contains the number of transitions between two
AOIs Blascheck et al. [2017a]. The cells can also be colored with a warmer color assigned
to a higher value. An example can be found in figure 7B, which is also known as a gridded
heatmap.

The main reason not to include this visualisation was that it was unclear how to create
the graph with tools such as Seaborn in Python or ggplot in R. Blascheck et al. [2017a] does
not provide code or an online application to create these graphs. Moreover, the graph is
similar to the Chord diagram that was included.

Gridded Heatmap The Chord diagram is one method to display the frequency of saccades
between regions of an image. Another option is to use a heatmap, where the colour of
each patch indicates how often participants saccade between the regions shown on the
horizontal and vertical axes (see figure 7B). Two different types of heatmaps are found
in the literature. The first one uses a grid, and the second is created by superimposing
2D Gaussians around each fixation, where the resulting superposition is projected onto
the original image (see figure 5. This second type of heatmap does not require assigning
fixations onto AOIs. Both heatmaps have the disadvantage, just like the Chord diagram
that the order of fixations is lost (only the frequency of saccades is kept in the grid version,
and the overall dwell time is maintained in the density based heatmap).

Although our original goal was to include this visualisation technique in our survey,
we decided to narrow down the number of used visualisations we wanted to present to our
participants in the available time window per participant. Our assessment is not more than
four visualisations should be presented to a participant in the presented time frame. As
both a Chord diagram and a gridded heatmap are the only visualisations considered in this
thesis that do not give insights in individual eye-movements but use a cluster technique to
process the data, it was our assessment to only use one of these techniques in this survey.
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While technically both give different insights in data, a gridded heatmap gives insight in
the frequency of transitions and a radial transition diagram gives insight in what AOI is
looked at most and what transitions occurred (but it does not retain the direction of the
transitions). As a Chord diagram is a less applied technique, we we’re interested how such
a technique impacts eye-movement insights compared to our other techniques. Therefore,
the gridded heatmap was not used in our thesis.

Figure 7: Two visuals that have been researched but has not been included in this thesis. On the left, a radial
graph. On the right, a heatmap.

2.4. MAIN LINES OF APPROACH
Section 3 describes how the empirical research will be performed and what methodology
is used, the research questions presented in subsection 2.3. The results of the research will
be discussed in section 4 and the discussion can be found in section 5.

3. METHOD
As part of this thesis project, an empirical study was conducted to study the effectiveness of
different visualisations representing eye-tracking data. As described earlier, simply plotting
scanpaths of eye-tracking data can lead to cluttered visuals when there are data from many
participants. However, the amount of clutter that is acceptable to a view can differ per
person. Therefore, it is not safe to rely on just the impressions of the researcher and a survey
with multiple viewers is needed to determine which visualisation works best for which type
of data and which research question about the data.

3.1. RESEARCH METHOD
Four research questions were formulated. The methods to address these research ques-
tions differ and will therefore be described separately.

• RQ1: Does the best visualisation technique depend on the type of data? This research
question was addressed in a survey in which participants were asked to answer ques-
tions about eye movement data represented in different types of visualisations. Each
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participant was asked to indicate their experience with reading graphs, so that a com-
parison could be made between (self-reported) experienced and novice graph read-
ers. The visualisations and questions were presented in in a personal meeting on-site
(N = 25 ). Participants responded by typing in a response in a free text field. These
responses were then analyzed for types of responses and accuracy of the answer.
Counts of types of responses were then plotted and analyzed with the appropriate
statistical techniques.

• RQ2: Does the best visualisation depend on the questions that needs to be answered
about the data? This answer was addressed in a literature study, of which the results
have been presented in the introduction of this thesis. The results of the literature
study, in combination with what visualisations were feasible to create using Python
plotting packages, has led to the selection of four types of graph for the user study.
The selected techniques are the scarf plot (a.k.a. stacked bar chart, Figure 6A), a
timeline visualization of scanpaths (Figure 6B), a Space-Time cube (Figure 6C) and
a radial graph (Figure 6D). These visuals are described in detail in subsection 2.3.

• RQ3: Do visualisations that use AOIs provide better information? While some data
visualisations can be plotted directly from the raw eye tracking data (fixations and
saccades), others requiring assigning areas of interest (AOIs) to the fixations before
the graph can be made. From the selected four visualisations, three require AOIs to be
defined; the scarf plot, the space-time cube and the Chord diagram. The AOIs were
represented in these graphs as colours. The one graph that does not use AOIs (the
scanpath), superimposes fixations and saccades directly onto the stimulus, where
colour was used to show data from different participants.

• RQ4: Does interpretation of the graphs depend on the experience of the participants in
reading graphs? It may be expected that people with more experience in reading data
visualisations may answer the questions differently than those with less experience
(references). For this reason, we asked participants about their experience reading
graphs. By comparing responses of participants with and without extensive graph
reading experience, we examined whether experience also affects reading graphs of
eye tracking data, which may not be a typical type of graph to most viewers.

3.2. THE SURVEY PROCESS
A survey was used to examine how well viewers can interpret different types of visualisa-
tions of eye tracking data, and whether the effectiveness of visualisations depend on the
type of question asked about the data. To avoid effects of fatigue in our participants, the
survey was limited to four visualisations. Because the level of clutter may depend on the
type of data that is plotted, data from two data-sets were used. Participants each answered
3 questions about each combination of type of visualisation and data-set. A total of X par-
ticipants took part, who each provided informed consent for the study that was approved
by the ethics committee of the Open University of the Netherlands. No reimbursement was
provided. The total study took around 25 to 35 minutes per participant, which included
time for instruction and for questions. The design of the survey was guided by the guide-
lines provided by A. Glasow [2005].
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SURVEY DESIGN

Typically a power analysis would be used to decide on the desired sample size of the study.
To conduct such a power analysis, expected effect sizes are required. As this study is rather
explorative in nature, allowing participants to provide text answers to the questions, we
instead relied on typical sample sizes from similar studies, resulting in a desire sample size
of close to 25.

A complete design of three factors was used: (1) type of visualisation (4 levels), (2) type
of data-set (2 levels) and (3) type of question (3 levels), resulting in a total of 24 questions
for each participant that each require a written response. Written responses were scored
by the experimenter for (1) accuracy of the response, (2) other frequent responses given
by participants, such as explanations. These counts were analysed with the appropriate
statistical techniques.

Collected demographic data
Participants responses may depend on their experience with graphs, known as graph liter-
acy (the ability to understand graphically presented information, Okan et al. [2016]. For
example, when presented with a bar graph, inexperienced graph readers may understand
that a longer bar represents a higher value. A stacked bar chart contains more informa-
tion and may be more complex to read by an inexperienced graph reader (here, axis, labels,
scales or legends possibly need to be studied by the participant).While standardised ques-
tionnaires are available to measure people’s graph literacy, given the explorative nature of
the present study, we decided to use three short questions instead.

The following three questions were used, which are a balance between gaining suffi-
cient information about the general graph literacy of participants, and restrictions imposed
by GDPR laws to protect the privacy of participants in the study.

How often do you work with graphs for your work?
This was one of two questions on how often participants use graphs. We decided to split
these into “for work” and “not related to work”, because the types of graph in both settings
may differ. The data will show whether either will show group differences in answers pro-
vided. Since the selected four data visualisations are fairly complex, and eye tracking data
is not data typically inspected by most people, an effect of experience reading graphs was
expected.
How often do you work with graphs not related to work?
Recently, the general public has seen quite a few graphs in the context of the Coronavirus
pandemic. These were often presented as time-series of a single dimension (e.g., cases)
over time. Eye-tracking data are also time-series, but with two components (horizontal and
vertical position). It may therefore be expected that participants who pay more attention
to graphs in the media may be better at reading graphs of eye tracking data.
What’s the highest education that you have completed?
Knowledge about the level of education gives us the possibility to cross-reference this with
the graph reading experience level of users. For instance, how do the results from a low
educated participant that has real-world experience in reading graphs relate to someone
with a high level of education and graph experience?

Survey Questions
The goal of the survey was to determine which visualisations work best for eye tracking data
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and whether this depends on the type of question asked about the data.We formulated the
following three questions.

What region did people look at for longest?
What region did people look at first?
Which two areas in succession did the participants look at the most on average?

We anticipated that the ability of participants to answer these three questions will de-
pend on the type of visualisation, but it is important to test this hypothesis experimentally,
and not rely on just the experimenter’s intuition. In particular, we expected that:

(1) Most participants will give an accurate answer with the help of the scarfplot. The scan-
path comes in second, the space-time cube third and the chord diagram last. The chord
diagram does not remain any information about duration, therefore participants can not
extract this kind of information from the chord diagram.
(2) The scarf plot will be the easiest visualisation to answer this question, followed by the
space-time cube, the scan path and the chord diagram as last. Again, the chord diagram
does not retain any information about viewing order and is therefore not useful with this
type of question.
(3) Both the scarf plot and the chord diagram are useful visualisations to answer this ques-
tion and are expected to score higher than the scanpath and space-time cube. These last
two will require a lot of patience of the participant and it is expected that most participants
likely need to study these visuals for a longer amount of time than is expected from the
participant (about 1 minute per visualisation).

3.3. VISUALIZATION CREATION PROCESS
No software was available that could create the four different visualisations from the raw
eye tracking data. We therefore used Python code to first extract the relevant information
from the raw data, and to then create the graphs. For some of the graphs, regions of interest
first had to be defined. While methods to automatically segment images into regions, it
was unclear whether they would work for the stimuli used in the available data-set. For this
reason, manual coding of the areas on interest was used instead. The following describes
the various steps in creating the visualisations.

Manual Creation of AOIs
The exact area an AOI should cover is usually dependent on the research question one
tries to answer. In our thesis we used an already existing data-set supplied by the super-
visor. Therefore, the AOI image we created covered the areas that were of interest of the
researchers of the used data-set.

Original data-set
Data were used from an eye-tracking experiment conducted at the university of Leuven in
the context of an MSc thesis project. It was collected with an Eyelink 1000 desk-mounted,
video-based eye tracker (SR Research). Pictures taken from online advertorials containing
multiple products and their prices were shown to participants, followed by decisions be-
tween two gambles (e.g., a 50% chance of £10 and a 40% chance of £20), with the aim to
determine whether previously viewed prices influence economic decisions.
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The stimulus sequence is illustrated in Figure x. Participants first saw an advertise-
ment, scaled back to an image of 640 by 755 pixels, presented on a 1024 by 768 screen
resolution (i.e., there was a white border around the images). Advertisements were single
pages taken from online versions of weekly digests from different shops in Belgium and
the Netherlands. Pages generally contained several products with each of their respective
prices printed next to them.

After the advert, an short fixation interval was presented for 200 to 300ms, consisting of
a black fixation cross measuring 0.6 degrees of visual angle in height and width on a white
background, followed by a choice between two gambles, which were presented as , con-
sisting of four elements of text, arranged on two lines. Each choice option was shown as
a percentage on the left and the amount on the right. The choice remained on the screen
until participants pressed a button to indicate their preference, after which feedback was
provided about the computer playing the selected lottery. This feedback provided infor-
mation about the outcome of the lottery play (win / loose) and the total amount of virtual
Euros accumulated. After another button press, the screen was cleared for 1000ms after
which the next trial started.

Considerations in creation of AOIs
Each trial in the experiment consisted of two parts: (1) presentation of the advert, for a
fixed amount of time, (2) presentation of the choice between gambles, presented until par-
ticipants indicated their preference. For the second part of the trial, areas of interest were
defined around the four numbers (as these were the only information presented on the
screen). For the first part, the advert, regions of interest will depend on the research inter-
ests. For example, if a researcher would like to know how long people look at the prices and
how long at the products, separate regions are needed for prices and objects. If, instead
a researcher would like to known how long people looked at each of the products or their
prices, larger regions around both products and prices can be defined.

To code AOIs, colours were used. The use of such colours has the advantage that (1)
observers can easily link colours to regions, (2) by superimposing fixations onto the colour
AOI images, they can easily assigned to the relevant AOIs.

While it is possible to add a fourth, transparency later to images (RGBA), this additional
layer does not aid the assignment of fixations to AOIs and was therefore not used. Trans-
parency was used when overlaying the AOI image onto the original images, so that partici-
pants knew which colour to match with which region of the image.

AOI images were created of the same size as the original image, so that they could be
overlayed for presentation to the participants and for assigning fixations to AOIs.
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Figure 8: A)Example of an advert, D) Example of a choice between gambles. B) AOI for the advert, E) AOI for
the choice between gambles. C) and F) The AOI is placed as an overlay on top of the original image with 50%
transparency.

Choice of color palettes
For the presentation to participants, it is important to use colours for the different AOIs
that are easy to distinguish. Choosing colors that resemble each other would not improve
the clarity of the visualization. Boynton argued that the following eleven colors are almost
never confused: black, gray, white, red, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown, purple, and
pink. This means that if the number of used colors is higher, there is a chance viewers
potentially confuse one color for another. This becomes clear in the html color palette in
figure 9. The palette contains a small set of 16 unique colors of which some colors may
appear almost identical, such as Blue and Navy or Gray and Silver.
In situations where the researcher considers to define a high number of AOIs, a cluster of
AOIs could be applied. For instance, a researcher could choose to use not more than eleven
colors of which the eleventh color is a categorie "other" containing the AOIs that are less
relevant to the researcher.
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Figure 9: An example color palette in HTML containing sixteen predefined colors. Silver and gray are closely
related as are blue and navy and may be hard to distinguish by viewers.

Choice for visualisations
As indicated, to limit the testing time and reduce the risk of fatigue in participants, a selec-
tion of four possible visualisations was made. This selection was based on several criteria:
(1) it should be possible to create the visualisation with freely available software packages,
(2) it should be a visualisation already described in the literature, (3) it should visualise
both spatial and temporal aspects of eye tracking data, (4) the visualisations should be suf-
ficiently different in how they represent eye tracking data.

The following visualisations were selected:

• Scanpath The scanpath is the only non-AOI-based visualisation included in this study.
As one of the most well-known and applied technique to graphically represent eye-
movements Blascheck et al. [2017a], a scanpath gives a better understanding how
modern techniques compare to more traditional ones in terms of clear overviews al-
lows a more traditional technique to be compared with younger visualisations. It is
also fairly easy to create using Python. Fixations are represented as circles where the
size of the circle indicates the fixation duration. Saccades are shown as a line con-
necting two fixations.

• Scarfplot This is an AOI-based visualisation that is also known as a horizontal stacked
bar chart. Both terminologies are used interchangeably in this paragraph. The main
difference with an actual horizontal stacked bar chart is that categories can repeat
along the horizontal axis (as participants can revisit areas over time). For this type of
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graph, it is particularly important that the colours are easy to distinguish, as it is not
under the experimenter’s control whether adjacent sections of the graph contain sim-
ilar colours. The scarfplot in itself does not contain whether regions were adjacent in
the original image. The plot must therefore be combined with the AOI representation
of the original image. The scarfplot was fairly easy to create with Python.

• Space-time Cube A space-time cube is the only 3D visualisation used in this study.
Typically, 3D is not recommended for data visualisation, as the perspective makes
size and distance in the plot difficult to judge (one of the textbooks on data visual-
isation). The plot also shows fixations, where the coordinates on the x and y axis
represent the locations of the fixations and the z axis represents time (and therefore
the duration of the fixations). The space-time cube is related to a scanpath, but there
are a few differences. First, a space-time cube requires AOIs to be defined, because
the trace is plotted in the colour associated with the AOI it belongs to. Moreover, a
space-time cube shows the original image in the bottom of the cube. The first fixa-
tion is placed directly on the image but the eye-movement itself is displayed on the
z axis. This means every successive fixation is further located from the image at the
bottom, thus, making it hard to assess at what corresponding object or area the fix-
ation belongs to. By defining AOIs an area can be identified by the corresponding
color.

The space-time cube is less common in eye-movement studies, which could be due
to difficulties in creating these plots, or difficulties in interpreting the plots. The first
paper that seems to use the space-time cube is by Li et al. [2010]. An earlier applica-
tion, in the context of geospatial data can be found in Kraak [2008]. While the space-
time cube is used in other domains, it is not regularly used for eye-movement stud-
ies. We here examine how useful the space-time cube is in the eye tracking domain
by examining how well participants can answer questions about the data with this
representation.

• Chord Diagram The chord diagram is a circular diagram showing how often partici-
pants move their gaze between AOIs in the plot. It was introduced by data scientist
Krzywinski, M. The first known Chord Diagram was published in the New York Times,
in 2007 Constatine [2007] and used for Genomic data visualization.

It contrasts with the other visualisations by clustering values across participants. The
Chord diagram not only contains information about saccades, but also shows the
relative time spent on different AOIs (larger sections mean more time spent on that
AOI).

CREATION OF THE VISUALISATIONS

Figure 10 shows an activity diagram for creating the different visualisations. The first row
shows a high level view of how the source files are created that are used for the visualisa-
tions, the other rows give a basic understanding how the visualisations are created.

All graphs were programmed in Python, making use of the following packages: Pandas
(data-frames), Matplotlib (plotting), Seaborn, Plotly Go and Holoviews (advanced plotting).
We chose the python programming language as the means to analyze our scripts because
the flexibility of automation. Python offers extensive libraries for text manipulation and
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data visualisation. In addition, python has a huge involved community where help can
easily be sought. The creation of the visualisations require that the source first is processed
into another format. This subsection start with explaining how this process works, followed
by how the processed data can used to create the individual visualisations.

Figure 10: An activity diagram explaining how raw eye tracking data is processed to a file that is used as source
for the visualisations.

Processing the raw data
Raw data were in the form of plain text files, and had the format shown in figure 11. As can
be seen, the plain text file contains different types of data. The first four column indicate
the timestamp of the event, the x and y axis and the pupil size. The fifth row indicates
an on-the-fly classification of the previous read samples; a fixation. A fixation is nothing
more than a collection of continuous gaze points within some threshold and where the
eye remains relative stable. The EyeLink 1000 nests gaze points between an eye-movement
start and end event. The fixation duration can be calculated based on the duration of the
gaze points and the location is based on the average location of the nested gaze points. The
sixth row indicates the start of a saccade. The following rows indicate gaze points belonging
to a saccade, thus, the eye is moving to another area of the image.
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Figure 11: Extract from a plain text file generated by an EyeLink 1000 eye-tracker containing eye movement
data.

The diagram in Figure 1 shows the algorithm for processing the raw data-file into data-
frames containing information about fixations, saccades and samples. The approach was
taken to go through the data files of each participant and to create data-frames for each im-
age, by appending data of each participant until all files of all participants were processed.
The construction of data-frames per image allowed for reducing the size of the processed
data, and to just load the data for each image when needed.

To analyze the plain text files as seen in figure 11, we have written a script that extracts
all relevant info and places them in a CSV file. Every recording by the EyeLink 1000 re-
sults in text file containing eye-movement data, thus a file is created per participant. As
every participant is presented the same set of images in the same order, every file is struc-
tured identically but scoped to the individual participant. This resulted in a collection of
plain text files in which every file contained the eye-movements of an individual partici-
pant, spanned over multiple images. To create a visual based on the eye-movements on a
specific image, it was necessary to process the original data and convert it into a new for-
mat containing only the data we were interested in. Algorithm 1 describes this process in
a human readable format, known as pseudocode. It only includes the essential details that
are necessary to explain the code in an understandable way to the reader.

One iteration of the process can be described as follows.

• A plain text file containing the raw eye-movements data is read.

• The filename of the text file is assigned to a variable as this contains the name of the
participant.

• Iterate over the contents of the file.

• If in a line a reference to an image is found, assign the found image name to a variable.
These references are typically found at the end of all data corresponding to a trial
(sequence of a presentation of one image and a pair of gambles).

• If the string ’fix’ or ’sac’ is found in the first column of a line (indicating informa-
tion from the parser of the Eyelink system), then save this information in variables
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coding the location and duration of the fixations and saccades. (the type of eye-
movement, the starttime of occurence, the endtime of occurence, the x-coordinate,
the y-coordinate, the duration of the event).

The pseudocode for this python3 script can be found in algorithm 1, an extract from the
resulting output file can found in figure 12.

Algorithm 1 pseudocode for converting EyeLink 1000 data to an output file

Input: Plain Text containing C0 . . . Cn ▷ C = column
Output: Output file ▷One file per image containing all eye-movements of all participants

for file in file_dir do ▷ Read every plain text file in directory
p ← current participant ▷ Get name of participant from the plain text file
for line in file do ▷ Read every line in file

if ’.jpg’ found in line then ▷ find current imagename
i mg ← current image ▷ Store imagename, needed to identify all following eye

movements
end if
if ’fix’ || ’sac’ ∈ C0 then ▷ if string ’fix’ or ’sac’ found in column 0

e y ← eye-movement ▷ Store type of eye-movement
t s ← starttime ▷ Store starttime of occurence
te ← endtime ▷ Store endtime of occurence
x ← x-coordinate ▷ Store x-coordinate
y ← y-coordinate ▷ Store y-coordinate
d ← duration ▷ Store duration of eye-movement
file_i mg = open(i mg .file) ▷ Creates or opens a file based on the imagename
file_i mg .write(e y , t s, te, x,y , d , p, i mg ) ▷Write the eye-movements of the

current user to an output file relating the current image.
end if

end for
end for

Figure 12: An small extract from the generated CSV file containing the relevant data needed to create the
visualisations, such as the type of eye-movement, the name of the experiment, duration, coordinates, name
of the participant and the presented image.
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Post-processing guidelines
The data-frames with the fixations, saccades and samples allow for the creation of the vi-
sualisations. The first processing step involves taking into account that images were pre-
sented on a screen that had more pixels than the images, meaning that a white border was
present around the images. The fixations can therefore not directly be plotted on top of the
images, but either they have to be shifted to take into account that the image did not start
at the (0,0) point of the screen, or the images have to be embedded in an otherwise blank
image of the size of the screen.

The second processing step involves assigning fixations to AOIs. To make this possible,
it will be necessary to calculate which color the pixel has at the location of the coordinate.
It must be taken into account that the recorded fixations are based on the screen resolution
and not on the resolution of the image. An image is displayed in the center of the screen and
therefore a correction has to take place that calculates the exact location of the fixation on
the image. All images used in the original experiment had a resolution of 755px by 640px.
The experiment was presented on a computer screen with a resolution of 1024px by 768px.
This can better be explained by looking at figure 13. Figure A displays an empty placeholder
with the dimensions of the computer screen. By placing an image in the exact middle of the
screen, the eye-movement coordinates can be projected on the screen without any further
modification of the data. After calibration, the most top left pixel has coordinate (0,0) while
the most bottom right position has coordinate (1024,768). This makes it easy to pinpoint
at what object or area someone is looking as the dimensions of the screen are aligned with
the eye-movement coordinates.

Figure 13: Illustration of how fixations can be superimposed onto what was shown on the screen. First an
empty image of the size of the screen is created, onto which the image is placed in the center (A). Then the
fixations are superimposed, ensuring the alignment of fixations and the location of the image in the display
(B).

Assigning fixations to AOIs
The next step is to assign the fixations to the different AOIs. The following approach is
used, which takes advantage of the colour codes in the AOI-images. The corresponding
pseudocode can be found in appendix B.1.1.
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• Create an AOI image with the exact same dimensions as the original image (755px by
640px, a Dots-per-Inch value of 100 and the RGB color model).

• Create a white surface based on the resolution of the display( 1024px by768px in three
dimensions of 8-bit integers).

• Superimpose the AOI image onto center of the white surface image.

• Open the file containing the fixations.

• Line-by-line plot the fixation onto the screen-plus-AOI image.

• Look up the colour code in the screen-plus-AOI image just below the fixation.

• Use a look-up table to convert the colour code to a colour name.

• Add the colour code and colour name to the data-file for saving.

• In the same process, also add colour names for the previous fixation, for later use
when creating the Chord diagram.

RGB to colour name conversion.
To convert RGB-values in the images to colour names, the KDTree package in Python was
used. This package makes it easier to look up colour names based on the colour coding
convention in, allowing for the coding of 147 colours (represented by 17 basic colors and
130 with other shades). Because not every colour in the image is among these 147 colours,
the nearest colour was selected using the kd-tree algorithm (using a simple binary tree
data structure for range searching and nearest neighbor searching; Maneewongvatana and
Mount [1999].

Creating the scanpaths
Scanpaths (for an example, see Figure 15) were created using the Matplotlib (see Figure 14A)
and Seaborn (see Figure 14B) Python packages, which both offer a range of visualisation
techniques. Scanpaths are not a default plot in these packages, and therefore a combina-
tion of elements of the two packages was required to create the plots, including scatterplots
and lineplots. Lines in these plots were replaced by arrows (to indicate the direction of the
eye movement) and dots replaced by circles of different sizes (to represent the duration of
the fixation; see Figure 15). To work with the fixation data, the Pandas package was used (a
package for efficiently handling structured data).

The process is as follows; First the image is loaded. The image is then embedded in a
larger image representing the screen onto which it was presented. The data-file with fixa-
tions is loaded. Data from five participants (to avoid clutter in the plot) were extracted. In-
dividual fixations of each of these five participants are plotted onto the screen-plus-image
using circles, where the size of the circle is scaled by the duration of the fixation. Fixations
are then connected using lines. Arrow-heads are then added to show the direction of the
gaze shifts. The resulting plot is saved as an image. The corresponding pseudocode dat
describes the creation process of the scanpaths can be found in diagram 3 in the appendix.
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Figure 14: Figure A is an example of a line plot created with matplotlib in python3. Figure B is an example of
a scatterplot created in seaborn in python3.

Figure 15: Example of one of the scanpaths.

Creating scarfplots
A scarfplot is similar to a stacked bar chart, with the important difference that colours can
repeat within a bar. Stacked bar charts can be created by using the standard bar chart op-
tions of Matplotlib. The steps are as follows. The fixation data are loaded and the data of the
relevant five participants (also used for the scanpath) for the relevant image are extracted.
For each participant several bars are plotted that correspond to the individual fixations of
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each participant. The colour of each of these bars represents the AOI of the fixation. The
start and end positions of the bar are defined by the start and end of the fixation (relative to
image onset). A legend is added and the resulting plot is saved.

The pseudocode for the creation process can be found in diagram 4 in the appendix.

Figure 16: Example of a scarf plot. Every coloured section shows one fixation. The position and length of the
sections are defined by the start and end of the fixations. The colour is determined by the AOI of the fixation.

Creating Space-time Cubes
A Space-time cube combines features of the previously discussed scanpaths and scarf-
plots. It plots eye movements in 3D, where the third dimension is used to represent time
since image onset. Colours of the dots and lines indicate the AOIs of the fixations. There is
no pre-defined function in Python or its packages to create a Space-time Cube. We there-
fore make use of functions in the Plotly package plo, which has better 3D-visualisation op-
tions than Seaborn and Matplotlib, allowing the original image to be draw at the bottom of
the cube.
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Figure 17: Examples of 3D plots in Plotly, based on randomly generated data (from the SciPy package). A:
Line-plot, B: Scatterplot, C: Surface plot.

Space time cubes were created as follows. The image is loaded and embedded in a larger
image representing the screen. The fixations are loaded. The fixations of the relevant five
participants are extracted. To the x- and y-locations for each fixation, a z-coordinate is
added to represent the end-time of the fixation (relative to the onset of the image), and the
colour of the AOI of the fixation. The Plotly 3D scatterplot is then used to plot the fixation
data. Lines are then added to the plot to represent the saccades. The AOI image is placed at
the bottom of the 3D plot(Plotly Surface plot function). The plot is saved as an interactive
html file. An example of the result can be seen in figure 18.
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Figure 18: Example of a space-time cube, showing the AOI image at the bottom of the cube and fixations and
saccades of five participants.

Creating Chord diagrams
To create the Chord diagram, the Holoviews package was used. Chord diagrams represent
the aspects of the fixation data: the overall time spent on an AOI, the frequency of eye
movements between AOIs. In order to use the functions in the Holoviews package, the
fixation data first has to be transformed to the appropriate format, which is described in
algorithm 7. An example of the resulting matrix can be found in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Illustration of the conversion of the original fixation data for plotting using the Holoviews package.
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The following steps are needed to create the Chord diagram (see also pseudocode 7):

1. The image is loaded.

2. The fixation data is loaded.

3. Fixations of the relevant image and participants is extracted.

4. Selection of the colour name columns (current and next).

5. Creation of a dictionary with unique colour names and corresponding colour codes
(RGB).

6. Creation of an empty a square matrix representing the saccade frequencies.

7. Start loop to fill the square matrix with counts.

8. Get the value of column ’ColorName’ of the current row.

9. Get the column number in the matrix that contains the value identified in the previ-
ous step.

10. Get the value of column ’NextColorName’ of the current row

11. Get the row number in the matrix that contains the value identified in the previous
step.

12. Increase the count in the matrix corresponding with the start AOI and end AOI.

13. End loop.

14. Convert the matrix to a dataframe. This is for convenience as a dataframe is more
easy to modify than a matrix in python.

15. Insert another column ’Color’ in the dataframe with the purpose to add the RGB val-
ues.

16. Start loop. Iterate over every row in the dataframe

17. Lookup the RGB value of the color name in the dictionary defined in step 5.

18. Set the RGB value at the current row in column ’Color’. This basically extends the
square matrix with an extra column containing the RGB values, needed in the visual-
isation.

The resulting data-frame is then fed into the Chord function of Holoviews and saved as a
HTML file. The use of HTML allows for interactive functionality (.e.g., show information
about an object after hoovering over the image with the mouse). The corresponding pseu-
docode that describes this process can be found in appendix 6.
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EXPERIMENT SETUP

After creating the various visualisations, the setup to present the visualisations and ask
questions was created using an online questionnaire tool and HTML pages. Responses
were recorded in a local Microsoft Word document.

The experiment is set up as follows. All participants were shown four different visual-
izations per data-set and had to answer three questions per visualization. This means that
each participant had to answer 12 questions about the same data-set. There was a chance
that question bias or assimilation effect would occur. The former occurs when survey ques-
tions that come early in the survey can influence how people answer survey questions later
in the survey. The latter occurs when the response to a later question is more similar to
those of former questions than it would be if it preceded those questions or was asked on
its own. For this reason, the experiment was split into four sub-experiments with each vi-
sualization shown in a different order in each experiment.

The order of the visualizations is presented per experiment as follows; Experiment 1
started with the Chord diagram followed by scanpath, scarfplot and the space-time cube.
Experiment 2 started with the scanpath, followed by the scarfplot, space-time cube and the
chord diagram. Experiment 3 started with the scarfplot followed by the space-time cube,
Chord diagram and a scanpath. Experiment 4 started with the space-time cube followed by
a Chord diagram, scanpath and scarfplot.

Computer setup
We conducted the experiment on a MacBook Pro running Monterey 12.3. The Mac featured
the following specifications:

M1 Pro chip with a 8-Core CPU, 8-Core CPU, 14-Core GPU, 16GB Unified Memory, 512GB
SSD Storage and a 14-inch Liquid Retina XDR display.

Other devices were tried (e.g., MacBook Pro 2020 model with the M1 chip and 8GB RAM
and an iMac 2020 model with an Intel 3.1GHz 6-core 10th-generation Intel Core i5 CPU,
16GB RAM and an AMD Radeon Pro 5300 GPU with 4GB of GDDR6 memory), but none
performed well on the interactive elements in the space-time cube, suggesting the GPU is
essential for Plotly’s 3D plotting capabilities.

Presenting the visualisations
Presentations were shown in webpages so that (1) the javascript elements in the space-time
cube and the Chord diagram could be used, and (2) participants could use the interactive
slider element to switch between seeing the original image and the AOI image, as illustrated
in Figure 20. The various tabs in the browser allowed for easier switching between visual-
isation and to the combined original image and AOI image page. The different pages all
used the same layout, controlled by CSS and Javascript, except for the page containing the
questions, of which the layout was controlled by the software for randomizing the order of
the questions.
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Figure 20: The website containing the visualisations.

Questionnaire setup
Participants received various documents together with the survey:

• They were sent an e-mail with a detailed information sheet and consent form before
taking part. If they agreed to take part, they confirmed by e-mail (as the intended soft-
ware for asking consent was not on the white list for GDPR purposes). Consent infor-
mation was kept separately from the data and was stored onto a password-protected
server after data collection.

• A brief repeat of the instructions at the start of the survey (subsection 3.2.1).

• Questions about their experience with reading graphs and their level of education.

• Debrief information after the survey, with contact information (appendix B.1.2).

The next section will discuss the results of the experiment.

4. RESULTS
To get a general sense of how well participants could answer the three questions for the
different types of graphs, Figure 21 show the percentage correct for each combination of
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type of graph, question and data-set. Accuracy was computed by comparing the AOI of
the response and the AOI of the correct answer. The black vertical error bars are based
on a 68% confidence interval (ci), meaning that it can be said with "68% confidence" that
the population mean falls within the specified range of the error bars. The graphs show
that participants gave much more accurate answers in the SHOPPING data-set. The results
showed that the visuals are almost equally effective to answer ’what area did participants
looked at longest’ for both data-sets, however, the effectiveness depends of the type of data-
set. In data-sets where the fixations are more divided over different areas or more fixations
overlap each other what makes it hard to distinguish individual datapoints, all visuals will
not lead to accurate responses.

When participants were asked to name the AOI that was most often fixated (the left
graph in Figure 21), they were more often correct for the Chord diagram than for the scarf-
plot, but only for the SHOPPING data-set. As mentioned earlier, the SHOPPING data-set
contained eye movements while people looked at adverts, whereas GAMBLING are the eye
movements when people looked at two gambles (i.e., four numbers shown on an otherwise
empty background).

Answering question ’what area did participants looked at longest’ becomes easier when
the fixations clearly center within a certain area than in any other areas, which was the case
with the visuals showing the SHOPPING data set. In the GAMBLING data-set the focus
is mainly on the numbers where the number of fixations are higher, closer to each other
and more equally divided over the four areas, making it more difficult to distinguish the
fixations.

Figure 21: Accuracy of the survey answers per combination of visual, question and data-set. The error bars
show the standard error of the mean, thereby representing a 68% confidence interval.
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Accuracy per visualisation and question

Looking at the lowest scoring visual in the SHOPPING data-set, the scanpath, it can be
concluded that it was the most difficult visualisation to extract information in this data-set
and question ’looked at longest’ because the fixations tend to be distributed over different
AOIs, making it harder to point out one area where participants looked at the longest.

The second lowest scoring visual, the space-time cube, scored considerably better than
in the GAMBLING data because fixations were more clustered at a specific area of the AOI.
This resulted in the presence of one specific color being more dominant than others, mak-
ing it easier to estimate which area had been looked at the longest. The same reasoning can
be applied to the Chord diagram, explaining the difference in score between both data-sets.
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The graph also shows that the scarfplot led to many correct answers for SHOPPING
but less for GAMBLING. This result can be explained because in the GAMBLING data-set
the fixations where more equally divided over the four areas, making it harder to answer
question ’looked at the longest’. The scores for the visuals between data-sets range between
72% and 100% for SHOPPING and between 32% and 40% for GAMBLING.

In question ’where did participants look first’, answers were most often correct for all
visuals except the scanpath. It becomes clear that the scores here are closer together than
in the previous question. This can be interpreted that all visuals are suitable to answer this
question independent of the data-set, except for the scanpath.

Participants most often correctly answered ’what transition between areas occurred
most’ best with the Chord Diagram for both data-sets. However, the accuracy for GAM-
BLING data-set (which contained lottery numbers) was considerably lower than SHOP-
PING which leads to the conclusion that the informativeness of the Chord diagram for this
question is largely dependent on the type of data-set. Somewhat unexpected was that while
the scanpath scored low for both data-sets, the space-time cube scored even lower for the
GAMBLING data-set (which contained lottery numbers). On a general note, the partici-
pants reported experiencing this visual as overwhelming when used with a data-set with a
high number of datapoints, such as GAMBLING.

Results of statistical comparisons
In order to examine which of the observed differences was statistically significant, we per-
formed a series of t-tests comparing the accuracy of the response between visuals per com-
bination of data-set and question. A response was evaluated with a score of 0 (incorrect),
0.25 (in question ’what transitions occurred most’ one of the two answers was correct), 0.5
(in question ’what transitions occurred most’ both answers were correct but in the wrong
order) or 1 (correct). Because of the large number of tests that were performed, the results
are shown in a graphical format in Figures 22 and 23. A p-value lower than 0.05 means there
is a statistically significant difference between how often participants were correct for the
two visuals in each comparison. Results where all participants gave a correct answer re-
sulted in a NaN in the t-test and is coloured grey in Figures 22 and 23.

For the GAMBLING data-set there was a statistically significant difference in response
accuracy for question ’At what area did participants looked at first’ between the scanpath
and any other visualisation, while in question ’what transitions between areas occurred
most’ the effect was visible between the space-time cube and chord diagram and scarfplot.
In data-set SHOPPING a statistically significant effect was found in the first two questions
between the scanpath and any other visualisations. For the third question a statistically
significance was found for both the Chord diagram and scanpath between any other visu-
alisation.

The t-test in Figure 24 show when the responses for the three questions are combined
(i.e., maximum scores per participants were 3). The left graph containing the GAMBLING
data-set indicates that there is a statistically significant difference between the scanpath
and both the Chord Diagram and scarfplot. Also the Space-time cube showed a statisti-
cally significant difference with the scarfplot. This was in contrast with the t-test results
of the SHOPPING data-set in which all visuals showed a statistically significant difference
between each other, except for the scarfplot and space-time cube comparison.
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Figure 22: P-values for t-tests comparing visualisations per question for the GAMBLING data-set. A p-value
lower than 0.05 is coloured yellow, indicating a statistically significant difference, a value of 1 black and a
value of 0 grey. Results where all participants gave a correct answer result in a NaN in the t-test.

Figure 23: P-values for t-tests comparing visualisations per question for the SHOPPING data-set. A p-value
lower than 0.05 is coloured yellow, indicating a statistically significant difference, a value of 1 black and a
value of 0 or NaN grey. Results where all participants gave a correct answer result in a NaN in the t-test.

Figure 24: P-values for t-tests comparing visualisations per question for both data-sets. A p-value lower than
0.05 is coloured yellow, indicating a statistically significant difference, a value of 1 black and a value of 0 grey.
Results where all participants gave a correct answer result in a NaN in the t-test.

Effects of experience levels on response accuracy
Participants differed in how often they reported to use graphs for their work or outside of
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work. Figure 25 examines whether accuracy on the task depended on the observed differ-
ences in reported graph experience by splitting the data in groups of low and high graph
experience. The left graph shows the results for the GAMBLING data-set, data-set SHOP-
PING in the middle graph and both combined in the right graph. Each bar shows the 68%
confidence interval around the mean. k

The correct answers given participants who use graph professionally are compared to
those who use graphs at home. In the GAMBLING data-set 49% correct answers were given
by participants who used graphs professionally on a daily or weekly basis, while 52% of
the correct answers were given by participants who use graphs professionally on a monthly
basis or did not use graphs at all. Around 47% of the correct answers were given by partici-
pants who used graphs at home on a daily or weekly basis, while 52% of the correct answers
were given by those who used graphs on a monthly basis or not at all.

the SHOPPING data-set 75% of the participants used graphs professionally on a daily
or weekly basis, while 74% used graphs professionally on a monthly basis or did not use
graphs at all. Around 68% of the participants used graphs at home on a daily or weekly
basis, while 76% used graphs on a monthly basis or not at all.

The combined results showed that 62% of the participants used graphs professionally
on a daily of weekly basis and 63% used it on a monthly basis or not at all, while the partic-
ipants who used graphs at home on a daily or weekly basis occupied 57% of the population
against 64% for those who used graphs on a monthly basis or not at all. The graphs show
that there is little difference between the experience level and the percentage correct an-
swers which leads us to believe that experience has no effect on graph literacy.

Figure 25: Percentage correct answers based on the experience level of the participants where the correct an-
swers of those who use graphs professionally are compared with those who are experienced at using graphical
representations. The left graph displays the GAMBLING data-set, the middle graph SHOPPING and the right
graph combines both. The error bars are based on a confidence interval of 95%.

Results of statistical comparisons
Differences between groups based on work experience with graphs were not found to be
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statistically significant. For the GAMBLING data-set a slightly higher score was found for
those who use graphs for work less frequently (M = 52.78, SD = 5.82) but this difference was
not statistically significant (t (23) = -0.89, p = 0.38).

For the SHOPPING data-set a higher score was found for participants who used graphs
for their work on a daily or weekly basis (M = 75.43, SD = 14.75) vs those who use graphs less
(M = 74.16, SD = 9.47) but again with no statistically significance (t (23) = 0.26, p = 0.78). The
same conclusion of no statistically significance applies to both data-sets combined (t (23)
= -0.33, p = 0.74).

No statistically significant differences were found between participants who use graphs
at home on a daily or weekly basis and those who use graphs at home less frequently. Par-
ticipants who used graphs at home less frequently scored higher (M = 52.53, SD = 9.07) but
the average scores between these two groups were not statistically significant either (t (23)
= -1.05, p = 0.30).

In the SHOPPING data-set also those who used graphs less frequently at home scored
higher (M = 76.75, SD = 11.22) vs those who use graphs on a daily or weekly basis (M =
68.07, SD = 11.06) but the results indicate again there was no statistical significant differ-
ence (t (23) = -1.66, p = 0.11). The same conclusion applies to the results of both data-sets
combined: (t (23) = -1.94, p = 0.06).

Correct answers per visualisation and education level
A further factor in how well participants were able to read the graphs may be their educa-
tion level. We observed that about half of the participants had completed a university de-
gree, whereas the other had vocational training. The former group may had more training
in abstract thinking and could therefore be at an advantage in reading the graphs. Figure 26
shows three graphs that display the percentage of of correct answers given by participants
per visualisation based on their education level. The error bars are based on a confidence
interval of 68%.

The GAMBLING data-set shows a statistically difference between participants with and
without a university degree. While there appear to be some differences between educa-
tion levels, statistical comparisons did not reveal any of these differences to be statistically
significant.

The results of the SHOPPING data-set show that on average participants without uni-
versity degree scored better (75%) compared to university students (73%).

Both data-set combined show the heights of the bars per visual are almost parallel be-
tween the two groups in which the ’without university degree’ group scored better (64%)
than the university group (60%) . This could be interpreted that graph literacy is not related
to education level.

Results of statistical comparisons
An independent samples t-test was used to test whether the observed difference in mean
scores between people who had an university degree and people who did not have a uni-
versity degree was statistically significant. The results showed (t (23) = 1.11, p = 0.28) that
there was no statistically significance between participants with an university degree (M =
60.76, SD = 9.37) and those without an university degree (M = 64.31, SD = 6.59) and such,
the null hypothesis of no difference between the two groups, cannot be rejected.

The results in the GAMBLING data-set (t (23) = 1.24, p = 0.23) showed no statistically
significant difference between participants who had an university degree (M = 48.38, SD =
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12.27) and people who did not have a university degree (M = 53.13, SD = 7.05).
The same conclusion can be drawn for the SHOPPING data-set (t (23) = 0.48, p = 0.63)

with a mean score for people who had an university degree (M = 73.16, SD = 11.22) and
people who did not have a university degree (M = 75.52, SD = 12.06).

The results combined for both the GAMBLING and SHOPPING data-set indicate (t (23)
= 1.11, p = 0.28) that there was no statistically significant difference between the partici-
pants who had an university degree (M = 60.76, SD = 9.37) and those who did not have a
university degree (M = 64.31, SD = 6.59).

Figure 26: The percentage correct answers per visualisation and education level. The first graph shows the
results for the GAMBLING data-set, the second one for SHOPPING and the third one for both data-sets com-
bined. The error bars use a confidence interval of 68%

Accuracy per participant and data-set
Error bars in the various plots suggest that participants differ in their ability to read the
various graphs. We here examine the extend of this ability and its dependence on the data-
set by plotting the accuracy of each participant on both data-sets (Figure 27 ). For every
correct answer a score of 0 (incorrect), 0.25 (in question ’what transitions occurred most’
one of the two answers was correct), 0.5 (in question ’what transitions occurred most’ both
answers were correct but in the wrong order) or 1 (correct) was awarded. The percentage is
calculated based on the average score. For almost all participants dataset GAMBLING lead
to much lower percentage of correct answers. Someone who has a high accuracy on one
data set does not automatically have a high accuracy on the other data-set.
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Figure 27: Percentage correct answers per participant per data-set sorted by percentage correct answers for
data-set SHOPPING. For every correct answer a score of 0 (incorrect), 0.25 (in question ’what transitions
occurred most’ one of the two answers was correct), 0.5 (in question ’what transitions occurred most’ both
answers were correct but in the wrong order) or 1 (correct) was awarded. The percentage is calculated based
on the average score.
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Errorous answers per question and data-set
To get a better sense of how consistent participants were when they gave the incorrect an-
swer, Figure 28 was created. The left graph shows how many of the 100 questions (25 partic-
ipants * 4 visuals per question) were answered incorrect. The right graph shows how many
times the participants gave an incorrect color as answer or, if the answer could not be de-
termined from the graph, "unknown" was included in the graph. The reason we did not
define what incorrect color was given most as answer is because most colors were used in
different AOI images, thus, referring to a different area. For instance, the color blue can re-
fer to the bottom left area in the AOI image of experiment 1 (see Figure 33) but refer to the
middle right section of the AOI image of experiment 3. The results showed that the most
wrong answers were given in the GAMBLING data-set for the question ’where did partici-
pants looked at most’ while in ’where did participants looked first’ the number of incorrect
answers were almost identical (16 for GAMBLING, 14 for SHOPPING).
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Figure 28: Errorous answers per question and data-set. The left graph shows the numer of incorrect answers
given. Each question consisted out of 100 given answers (25 participants * 4 visuals per question). The right
graph shows how many of the wrong answers were answered as ’unknown’ or with an erroreous colorname.

Given answers per experiment question and visualisation
The first graph in both figure 30 and 32 shows the given answers per visual for experi-
ment question one; what area did participants looked at the longest. The second and third
graph represent at what area did they look first and what transitions between areas oc-
curred most. The "Experiment" refers to the different groups of participants who each saw
data for a different image for a combination of type of data-set (SHOPPING or GAMBLING)
and question about the data-set. For each question, a score of 0 (incorrect), 0.25 (in ques-
tion ’what transitions occurred most’ one of the two answers was correct), 0.5 (in question
’what transitions occurred most’ both answers were correct but in the wrong order) or 1
(correct) was awarded.

The color of each bar represents an area on the AOI image that can be looked up in 31
for data-set ’GAMBLING’ and Figure 33 for data-set ’SHOPPING’. For instance, for question
’where did participants looked at the longest’ in Figure 32, all answers given by participants
who looked at the Chord Diagram in experiment 1 answered ’blue’. The color ’blue’ can be
looked up in the most left image of Figure 33 and corresponds with the bottom left area.
This means that all participants in our experiment concluded that every participant in the
original data-set looked at the bottom left area of the image in experiment one. Correct
answers in these graphs are shown by the sections with a striped pattern.

The columns that have not hatched bars means no participant gave a correct answers,
such as column ’SCANPATH exp2’ in the middle graph in Figure 32. Here, the correct an-
swer was ’lightgreen’. Since the correct answer is the same for every visual in the specific
experiment, one can also compare the given answers of the other visuals. For instance,
the correct answer for the Chord diagram in experiment 2 also applies the other visuals of
experiment 2.

In the left graph in Figure 32 it becomes clear that only a few participants gave incor-
rect answers, with the exception for the scanpath in experiment 3 (see figure 29 on the left)
where 6 of the 7 participants gave an incorrect answer. In the scanpath of experiment 3
four given answers pointed out the Samsung TV on the left side of the middle area (cor-
responding with color ’magenta’ in Figure 32 as answer. It may look that most fixations
are congregated around this TV, however, the top area (the correct answer) around the HP
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laptop is much wider, making the fixations more spread out. In the space-time cube most
colors are equally divided making it harder to estimate what color has the most fixations.

Figure 29: On the left the scanpath from experiment 3 is shown. Most fixations are congregated around the
top area. However, the fixation density around the left tv in the middle is higher, making an estimation more
difficult. The space-time cube on the right has more equally devided colors, making it harder to differentiate
what color is present most.
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Figure 30: An overview of the given answers per visualisation and question for the GAMBLING data-set. The
first graph visualizes the question ’what area did participants looked at longest’, the second ’looked at first’
and the third ’what transitions occurred most’. The correct answers (if chosen) are hatched. If a column does
not contain any hatched bars, no correct answer was given by the participants. Each color corresponds to
the area of similar color on the AOI image in Figure 31. It’s important to keep in mind that every color in a
bar refers to its AOI only. If another AOI uses the same color than there is no relation between these bars and
AOIs.

Figure 31: AOI images with the numbers shown to the original participants of the eye tracking study super-
imposed. Each image corresponds to a different experiment of the GAMBLING data-set.

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4
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Figure 32: An overview of the given answers per visualisations and questions for the SHOPPING data-set. The
correct answers (if chosen) are hatched. If a column does not contain any hatched bars, no correct answer was
given by the participants. Each color corresponds to the area of similar color on the AOI image in Figure 33

.

Figure 33: AOI images with the numbers shown to the original participants of the eye tracking study super-
imposed. Each image corresponds to a different experiment of the SHOPPING data-set.

Experiment 1 Experiment 4Experiment 3Experiment 2

4.1. ANSWERS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RQ1: Does the best visualisation technique depend on the type of data?

The data show that accuracy when answering questions about eye tracking data de-
pended on a combination of (1) the data-set, (2) the question that needed to answered,
and (3) the type of graph (see also Figure 35). This means that different graphs may be
better for answering different questions and for different data-sets. Specifically, when an-
swering questions about ’where do participants looked longest’ our study showed that the
Chord diagram is the most informative visualisation, even with a high number of fixations.
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However, when fixations were equally divided over AOIs, this visual would require more
effort to estimate what color is represented most.
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Figure 34: Percentage correct answers per vi-
sual for all three questions and data-sets com-
bined.
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Figure 35: Percentage correct answers per
question for both data-sets combined.

RQ2: Does the best visualisation depend on the questions that needs to be answered
about the data?
The accuracy while answering questions about the data depended on the question, in com-
bination with the data-set. For example, to answer ’what transitions did participants took
most’, the Chord diagram led to the most accurate results, even with higher number of fix-
ations, which can be seen in Figure 35.

RQ3: Do visualisations that use AOIs provide better information?
Of the four visuals, three use AOIs (chord, scarfplot, space-time-cube), while only one does
not use AOIs (scanpath). Note that while representing the results for this visual, we con-
verted the responses to their corresponding AOIs, but in fact, participants did not see AOIs.

Figure 35 shows that for most questions, the scanpath resulted in lower accuracy than
the other graphs. This suggests that AOIs improve the information conveyed by graphs.

RQ4: Does interpretation of the graphs depend on the experience of the participants in
reading graphs?
The data do not show any statistically significant effects of experience with reading graphs
(for work or not for work) or education. This suggests that accuracy while responding to
the different visuals is not dependent on experience or education.

5. DISCUSSION
The aim of the present study was to determine which of four possible visualisations of
spatio-temporal aspects of eye movements results in the highest frequency of correct an-
swers to questions about the data.

The results suggest that the best type of visualisation depends on the data-set and the
question asked about the graphs. When pooled across the questions and data-sets, the
chord diagram and the scarfplot led to the highest accuracy of the responses to the ques-
tions. Since this study only examined a subset of possible visualisations, questions and
data-sets future work will need to address how these results generalise to other questions,
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visualisations and data-sets. Also, the effect of a larger population can be addressed in fu-
ture work. In the current study the population was N = 25 spread over four experiments of
which each experiment had a minimum of five participants.

In some of the visualisations used in the experiment, most of the fixations were clus-
tered in a specific area. This resulted in visualisations where this specific area was clearly
distinguishable. Such visuals allowed participants much easier to answer the experiment
questions than visualisations that had fixations equally spread over areas. Using both type
of data-sets in future work would give researchers a better understanding what visual works
best in what situation. We’ve also only concentrated on the accuracy of the given answers
without measuring the time a participant needs to answer the question. Measuring time
gives researchers a better understanding the correlation between time, data-set and visu-
als.

A larger data-set presented to more participants would also help explore what visuals
can present large amount of data best. This will exclude some visuals that are known to
become cluttered with large amount of data, such as a space-time cube and a scanpath but
offers options for other type of visuals such as interactive visuals that gives participants the
option to view extra information on demand.

The inclusion of an additional question "what did participants watch most often?" could
be valuable when used with sequence-based visuals that use AOIs (such as the scarfplot
and Space-time Cube). A common comment from participants was that it was difficult to
distinguish between ’looking at something for a long time’ and ’looking at something of-
ten’. This became clear in the data-sets where fixations in some areas were more highly
concentrated in both space and time than in other areas. Most participants experienced
a higher concentration of fixations in space and time as an area where people looked at
most or longest. For instance, in the scarfplot and space-time cube a contiguous number
of fixations in the same area resulted in a sequence of fixations in the same color, which
stood out and gave participants a better sense of duration. However, when fixations move
one or more times from on area to another, it was harder to see a pattern (as there were no
or less contiguous colors). In these visuals, participants tended to count how often a color
occurred, which only gave information about ’how often’ but not ’the longest’ participants
looked at an area.

In addition, the relationship between graph literacy and education and graph experi-
ence could be investigated extensively. In the study by Okan et al. the results revealed
that participants with a low graph literacy more often misinterpreted the data while higher
graph literacy was often associated with more time spent viewing conventional features of
graphs containing essential information for accurate interpretations. While our study did
not study the effect of graph literacy on the effectiveness of visualisations, our conclusions
did show no statistical significant difference for participants with graph experience at work
or at home. It would be valuable to compare our results with a study into the effect of graph
literacy on eye-movement graphs.

The current study only looked at the experience that participants had with reading
graphs. The relationship between age, education, graph experience and score can also
be examined. The current study focused on general graph experience and education, but
future work could also consider age, gender, and a more detailed measurement of graph
literacy.

In comparison to several similar studies, the present study (N = 25) had a large of partic-
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ipants (e.g., [Menges et al., 2020] had 6 participants, [Alam and Jianu, 2017], had 9 partic-
ipants and [D’Angelo et al., 2019] had 8 participants). However, there are also studies with
more participants, such as [Burch M, 2011], who had 38 participants, and [Blascheck et al.,
2017a] who had 34 participants. Particularly for the comparison between participants with
different education levels and expertise, it may be beneficial to recruit more participants,
as differences due to education and experience seem to be small. A sample that is more
diverse in the education level or expertise may also help, as the current sample consists
mostly of people with a higher education and some experience with reading graphs.

Comparing the results with previous work

A scanpath is despite being one of the most used visualisation techniques [Blascheck
et al., 2017a] considered a technique that leads to cluttered visualisations when used with
to much data. Our study found that scanpaths are the least informative in displaying spa-
tiotemporal data of all our examined visualizations because of this clutter tendency. In
the literature a scanpath is often combined with other analysis techniques to provide valu-
able insights. For instance, Peysakhovich and Hurter [2018] applied different aggregation
techniques to obtain non-cluttered visual representations of scanpaths. Others applied
scanpath comparison techniques to analyze scanpaths, such as Eraslan et al. [2015] or
Grindinger et al. [2010].

A Chord diagram is a variation of transition-based radial graph. A variation on the ra-
dial graph was developed and evaluated in a case study by [Blascheck et al., 2017b]. The
authors concluded that experts were able to identify temporal transitional patterns of eye
movements accross participants, groups of participants and outliers. This is in line with
our conclusions about the Chord diagram that effectively could identify AOI duration and
movements between these AOIs, however, since a Chord diagram only shows the dwell-
time, no information about the order of fixations is retained.

A sequence-based visualisation such as the scarfplot can show long sequences of tran-
sitions but discovering occurrences of subsequences across participants is more tedious
than transition-based methods [Richardson DC]. This is in line with our findings as we con-
cluded that a scarfplot can very efficient help answer question about ’where do participants
looked at first’ and also ’looked at the longest’ if the data-set does not contain high number
of fixations. A variation on the scarfplot, SEQIT, aims to assist in analysis of high volume
eye movements by offering other graphs next to a scarfplot, such as an aggregated overview
and support for comparisons between multiple sequences [Wu and Munzner, 2015]. Dur-
ing our literature study no evaluation of SEQIT was found.

The space-time cube was found to be a very effective model to describe eye-tracking
data by Drusch et al., however, bringing together all the individual scanpaths produce a
quite unreadable representation. The authors applied a clustering algorithm (mean-shift)
to analyze and visualize the dynamics of eyetracking data from many individuals. The au-
thors concluded that aggregated data could let us think that participants tended to view the
visualisation in a pattern that does not exist or at least that does not represent accurately
the behaviors of the participants.
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Appendices

A. INTRODUCTION

A.1. TYPES OF EYE-MOVEMENTS

Table 1: Types of Eye Movements

Type
Description

Fixation A fixation is a position where eyes are relatively stable within
some threshold of diameter over some minimum duration
and with a velocity below some threshold.

Saccades A saccade is a quick eye movement between fixations.

Smooth Pursuit The tracking of a moving object.

Vestibular Ocular
Reflex

A reflex acting to stabilize gaze during head movement.

Nystagmus Resets the eyes during prolonged rotation and directs gaze to-
wards the scene that will come.

Fixational Eye
Movements

A small movement during a fixation subdivided into three cat-
egories: tremor, slow drift, and microsaccades. A tremor is
a small wave-like motion of the eye, a drift is a slow motion
of the eye which occurs simultaneously with a tremor. A mi-
crosaccade is the fastest of the fixational eye movements and
has a duration of about 25 ms.

A.2. TYPES OF EYE-TRACKERS
The first category, head-stabilized eye-trackers, is the only category that does not allow for
movements of the head and body as the participant’s head is constrained by a chin and
forehead rest. All eye tracking systems have to accommodate head movements. By sta-
bilizing the head, these systems can remove at least some head-movement artifacts and
noise from the eye tracking data. These systems sacrifice participant freedom of movement
and comfort for data quality. Head-stabilized systems control aspects of the visual experi-
ence between participants. For example, with the head in a fixed position, a researcher
can be sure that a saccade target is exactly 15 degrees from the center fixation point. If the
participant is free to move, this angle may change for participants who lean closer to the
screen~[Mento, 2020]. An example of an head-stabilized eye-tracker is the Eyelink 1000.
Common utilized applications for eye-tracking are usability and user experience studies,
such as website testing where the areas or users attention can be measured. By captur-
ing the eye-movements with very high precision, it can be easier to extract details of the
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movement, such as, is a participant focusing at a word or just below this word?
The second category are remote eye-trackers, such as the Eyelink 1000 remote. Modern

remote systems are called “remote” because they do not require contact with the partici-
pant at all. The camera is set up with a view of the eyes from a distance, and the systems
can automatically alter the camera field of view to compensate for head movements. How-
ever, the head movements should be limited to a specific range where the tracker still can
capture the eye-movements with high accuracy. They use pupil center and cornea reflec-
tion to track eye position and head orientation. Common applications are gaming research
or working with children or patients where a constrained head could be difficult to accom-
plish for the whole duration of the tracking session. While head-stabilized eye-trackers
offer enhanced accuracy and precision, they are more intrusive to the participant and can
be used in controlled lab settings only. Non-head-stabilized eye-trackers don’t require any
contact with the participant resulting in a more natural interaction with the application.
However, data can be harder to analyze because of head movements.

The third category are mobile eye-trackers, worn by the participant, such as the Tobii
Glasses 3. These type of devices usually use a camera to record eye-movements and use
a second camera to record the scene or field of view. These type of devices allow for real-
world experiments as participants have the freedom to move in a scenery. Because of this
freedom of movement it can be more complex to record the eye-movements as tracking
cameras need an unobstructed view of the eyes. Another issue that can occur is when a
participant looks beyond the edge of the camera view. This will result in incomplete data
as the device won’t be able to record eye-movements during this period. The last category
are integrated or embedded systems. This type of eye-trackers are built into other devices,
such as VR-glasses with built-in eye-trackers (HTC Vive Pro Eye) or AR-glasses (Microsoft
Hololens). This type of devices allow users to interact with content via eye-movements.
Last, two techniques that won’t be discussed in this thesis proposal are electrooculography
(EOG) and Search Coil.

EOG is a low-cost method for human-computer interaction. The EOG sensors are at-
tached to the skin around the eyes and measure an electric field when the eyes rotate. A
Search coil is a modified contact lens with two small coils of wire embedded moving in
a magnetic field. The movement of the eye induces a voltage in the coil allowing signals
about eye movements to be sent to appropriate electronics connected to the coil [Sorate
and Chhajed, 2017].
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Table 2: Types of eye-tracking techniques

Category Description Use Case
Head-stabilized
eye tracking

The participant’s head is constrained by a chin
and forehead rest. Allows for enhanced accuracy
and precision in studies. A fixed position allows
for a controlled visual experience for all partici-
pants.

Computer vision experi-
ments, optimizing the inter-
face of apps and websites,
neurophysiology.

Remote Eye Track-
ing

No contact with the participant is required. The
camera is placed from a distance with a clear view
of the eyes and the systems can automatically al-
ter the camera field of view to compensate for
head movements. The participant can use a de-
vice naturally but the analyzation of data is more
difficult because of head movements

Gaming laptops, Communi-
cate with applications, navi-
gation support.

Mobile Eye Track-
ing

A device worn by the participant, a.k.a. head-
mounted devices. Because of body movements
it can be more complex to analyze the recorded
data.

Real-world use cases such as
surgery.

Embedded Built-in eye trackers in VR or AR glasses. Allow
users to interact with content via eye-movements.

Immersive purposes

An often important consideration to researchers is the cost of a system. Systems can
vary widely in how much they cost, ranging from a few hundred dollars to almost $30,000
for a system. Aspect that determine the cost are the eye tracker’s accuracy, freedom of
movement, the sampling rate, the supplied software and support offered by the supplier.
Less expensive systems usually record up to 60 hz while more expensive models can record
up to 2000 hz. The higher the sampling rate, the more accurate the recorded results will be.
If the objective of the study depends on detecting attention between two small objects far-
ther away, then you will need a device featuring a sufficient level of precision. Andersson
et al. argue that for very short saccades, typically when reading, the sampling frequency
should be higher than 300 Hz to accurately calculate the maximum saccadic velocity.

A.3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

PREPROCESSING EYE-TRACKING DATA

Simply plotting the individual eye movements superimposed on the image will lead to clut-
tered and incomprehensible displays. Some preprocessing may therefore be needed, which
can include outlier removal, event detection, assignment to regions of interest, clustering
and aggregation, as listed in table 3. While visualizations can be generated based on raw
data, extracted events or detected objects, its challenging to do so without introducing clut-
tering. An example of a gaze plot of one participant vs multiple participants can be seen in
Figure ??. It’s obvious to see the right one is very cluttered. A third step therefore involves
clustering which allows eye-movements to be grouped in groups of similar items, such as
similar scanpaths or similar fixation points. Clustered groups of fixation points can graph-
ically be represented as a heatmap. However, a graphical representation of sequential eye-
movements is more difficult as a cluster does not represent an average sequential pattern,
only a group of related items. Therefore the fourth process step, aggregation, is introduced
in this thesis proposal. While all of these steps are optional, in this thesis proposal it’s ar-
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gued that a combination of at least clustering and aggregation will lead to a less cluttered
visualization of spatiotemporal aspects. To generate such a less cluttered visualization, a
strategy needs to be defined. The next paragraph discusses the choices a researcher needs
to make in terms of data processing. Figure 36 displays how these processing steps can be
used individually or combined in a chain of actions to visualize spatial or spatiotemporal
aspects of eye-tracking data.

A clutter-free visualization requires a strategy to be defined
As mentioned before, raw data can optionally be processed by different techniques to gen-
erate insightful metrics and visualizations. This paragraph describes a strategy that helps a
researcher reach this goal.

Figure 36: Chain of data processing techniques to visualize eye-movements

1. Using raw data or Event Detection Event detection is an optional step in the visual-
ization process. In studies where raw data can be used directly without processing it,
no event detection algorithm is required. For example, if a researcher is interested in
the point of gaze of a participant in a video, it can suffice to read the horizontal and
vertical screen position of the gaze point of both eyes from the raw data and feed this
to object detection algorithms, as can be seen in Figure 37. In situations where there
is a specific need to classify events, such as gaze sequences, event detection can po-
tentially offer an advantage. A deliverable can be a data-set that extends the raw data
with an event classifier. In figure ?? such a classifier is added to the data-set. Every
line of data is classified as a fixation or a saccade.

2. Decide whether to use object detection The choice to use object detection depends
on the type of visualization one wishes to generate. As object detection is a process
where the semantics (the objects) and spatial (the scene parts) are defined as a AOIs
on an image, visualizations that rely on AOI coding can be used with object detection.
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The complexity of detecting objects can differ between static and dynamic data and
increase exponentially when used with mobile eye-trackers as body movement needs
to be taken into account. Analyzation techniques often work with images or videos.
In studies where there are too many images used to manually annotate, as often is the
case with video files, object detection can offer a convenient way to automate parts
of the visualization process. As a data-set of mobile eye-tracking data will available
to use during the thesis study, object detection will be applied on this data-set to
study the impact in accuracy of detected objects. The following list present the most
common visual images that are used with object detection to analyze data.

• Static images tend to work very well with manual or automated object detec-
tion. As there are usually a small set of images that are presented to partici-
pants, manually defining RoIs can be the fastest and most accurate approach
for a researcher.

• Dynamic images (videos) Videos presented to participants need to be analyzed
frame by frame. RoIs are defined on every frame and the eye-movements are
associated an appropriate RoI. A potential issue can occur when environments
change, such as in the case of a scene cut. If a fixation overlaps with both scenes
that both represent a different RoI, an algorithm has to decide what RoI to asso-
ciate a fixation with.

• Interactive data Interactive data is often used used in studies about user expe-
rience or marketing (how to improve a website based on eye-tracking results?).
As every participant uses the presented website differently, all individual record-
ings of all participants need to be analyzed frame by frame. Automated object
detection can help here as there are usually only a limited number of objects
and areas on a webpage, which improves the success rate of the used algorithm.

• Mobile eye-tracking videos Data generated by mobile eye-tracker can become
very complex in terms of encountered objects, scenes and the large data-set of
eye-movements that need to be analyzed. Manually mapping fixations to RoIs
is laborious and current automated solutions cannot handle dynamic scenes
very well (because of body movements that impact the recorded data, noise or
changing environments). Therefore, an algorithm should be chosen that is op-
timized for the used type of screen recording.

• AR/VR videos Object detection is not relevant in virtual environments as objects
are already defined in the code and therefore the spatial object semantics are
already known. There is only a need to associate the eye-movements to the ap-
propiate RoIs.

A deliverable can be a spatial visualization, such as a video where the gaze points are
associated to a RoI, as seen in figure 37, or a spatiotemporal visualization sucah as a
scanpath or gaze plot, as seen in figure ??.

3. Cluster matching scanpaths / gaze plots based on the defined conditions. Apply a strat-
egy to identify similar scanpaths, e.g., under what conditions are 2 scanpaths a-like?
A deliverable will be a data-set of multiple clusters that together represent the type
of eye-movements of all participants that a researcher wishes to analyze. Visualizing
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clustered data is possible for spatial data (which lead to heatmaps) but is more diffi-
cult for spatiotemporal data. To analyze and gather insights in spatiotemporal data
researchers usually apply statistical tools, such as infographics. In the thesis study
multiple experiments with different clustering algorithms will be conducted. As a
specific cluster algorithm will limit the used input data (K-means and mean-shift are
known to work specific with fixations but not saccades), the output visualisation will
be impacted by the choice of algorithm. Therefore, different visualisations will re-
quire a different strategy with different methods to process the data.

4. Aggregate the clustered results. Aggregation applied to a clustered eye-tracking data-
set allows a researcher to calculate the average eye-movement representing all partic-
ipants. While an optional step, it’s difficult to visualize spatiotemporal data without
applying aggregation.

5. Visualize the aggregation data Choose an appropriate visualization technique that
represents that aggregated data in the most clear and uncluttered way. Based on
the limited preparations for the thesis, it is to be expected that some visualisation
techniques cannot be combined with the mentioned processing steps and available
data-set. For example, object detection has a higher accuracy rate with static images
with only a limited number of objects than moving images in real-world scenarios.
This also affects the clustering and aggregation results; it is more complex to analyze
eye-movements when a participant is reading than when this participant is viewing
a static image with only a few objects. Second, the questions in the questionnaire
will be less meaningful for some visualizations. For example, "What is the first object
participants look at?", "If they looked at object A, what other objects did participants
look at too?". In cluttered images it is much harder to extract AOIs and therefore it is
harder to pinpoint the exact object a participant is looking.

RELATED WORK

This section is structured around the workflow required to visualize temporal aspects of
eye-movements in a non-cluttered way. As indicated, while it is possible to show the raw
eye tracking signal (horizontal and vertical gaze position over time), presenting this infor-
mation could lead to crowded displays. Furthermore, the horizontal and vertical position
on the display does not help the reader much without information about what was pre-
sented at this position on the screen. Moreover, the eye often remains in approximately the
same location for some time (fixations) before another fixation is looked at.

Various preprocessing steps are therefore made before visualizing eye movements, shown
in table 3. First, raw eye tracking data is converted to fixations and saccades. Second, fix-
ations (during which sampling of visual information can be assumed to take place) are
assigned to what object or area of the scene they are directed to. The first process is known
as event detection, the second as AOI coding, also known as object detection. The third
step involves clustering the identified eye-movements, and possibly objects, where groups
of similar behaviour can be grouped together. The cluster algorithm applies a label to what
group a specific eye-movement belongs. At this point no data will be combined, only la-
beled. Grouping fixations that focus on specific objects or overlap with an area of interest
is an example of clustering of spatial data. Finding similarities in the scanpaths of users, is
an example of clustering of temporal data. The last step is known as data aggregation. This
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technique will allow a researcher to calculate averages out of the clustered data. Where
clustering will generate groups of data that is similar to each other, aggregation will calcu-
late an average out of these groups. For example, to calculate an average scanpath out of
a data set of groups of scanpaths, an aggregation algorithm can be used. Aggregation of
clustered eye tracking data is still a method in development.

Not every processing step will have a role in the generation of a visualization. It largely
depends on the type of research that is conducted and the type of eye-tracker that is used.
The following paragraphs describe the conditions that apply to these steps in more detail
and ends with a paragraph about visualization techniques in the field of eye-movements
used in earlier studies.

Table 3: Categories of data processing techniques that can be applied to a data-set to generate a clutter-free
visualization.

Type
Description

Event Detection The detection of different types of eye movements and other events in
raw eye-tracking data.

Object Detection The goal of object detection is to find items of interest in an image, draw
a bounding box around the object and assign a label to the bounding box

Data Clustering Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that ob-
jects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar (in some sense)
to each other than to those in other groups (clusters).

Clustering aggre-
gation

Find similarities in a set of clusters by producing a single cluster that that
agrees as much as possible with all the clusters in a data-set.

EVENT DETECTION

Most eye trackers provide software that parses the raw eye movement signal existing out of
x and y coordinates and a time-stamp t into fixation, saccade, and blink onset and offsets.
Most eye-trackers come with software that is capable of extracting events out of the raw
data. Raw data usually exists out of coordinates and timestamps. A fixation is an event
that can be extracted from raw data recorded by an eye-tracker. Fixation are built on gaze
points. A gaze point is a raw eye movement data point and it can be distinguished from
other data points using the combination of its timestamp, x and y coordinates [Eraslan
et al., 2015].

An example of raw data processed by the closed source event detection algorithm pro-
vided by Tobii, can be found in figure ??. In this figure the raw signal (x, y , t ) are captured
in a data-set and the type of eye-movement is extracted (in column Event). Other entries
are metadata related to the used eye-tracker and source, a video in this example.

Fixations, saccades and blinks are the type of events that are considered by all event
detection algorithms. More precise, all events that are not a saccade or a blink is considered
a fixation. A smooth pursuit can be extracted by analyzing the fixations and saccades and is
therefore not recorded as an specific eye-movement. However, smooth pursuit detection is
only relevant if the participant is presented a dynamic stimulus. Therefore, what data can
be extracted largely depends on the type of research and the type of eye-tracker used. Event
detection in eye-tracking data is associated with many challenges. One of those is that
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many different types of noise and disturbances may occur in the recorded signals which
originate both from the eye-tracker and from individual differences among the users.

A researcher can choose not to use the supplied software and work with the raw data,
write an own algorithm or use a public available algorithm that extracts events. Many al-
gorithms are available for this purpose. In 2015 Larsson et al. estimated that around 51
algorithms where available for static stimuli and 53 for dynamic stimuli. Historically, event
detection algorithms have been divided into two categories: dispersion-based and velocity-
based algorithms [Larsson et al., 2016]. Velocity-based algorithms emphasize the velocity
information in the eye-tracking protocols, taking advantage of the fact that fixation points
have low velocities and saccade points have high velocities. Dispersion-based algorithms
emphasize the dispersion (i.e., spread distance) of fixation points, under the assumption
that fixation points generally occur near one another [Salvucci and Goldberg, 2000].

In some studies event detection can be skipped completely. For example, a researcher
can choose to transpose the raw signal (x, y , t ) directly on an image of video. In this situa-
tion no events are extracted but the raw data is further processed by methods. One of these
methods is object detection which will be discussed in the next subsection.

A researcher can also choose to apply a commercial or open-source event detection
algorithm over the one supplied by the manufacturer as these are often continuously be-
ing improved and therefore possibly outperform the algorithm supplied by manufacturer.
Other algorithms than the one supplied with the eye-tracker can be useful in situations
where the complexity of analyzing data increases as eye-trackers become more mobile. The
signals from a mobile eye-tracker are recorded in relation to the head coordinate system
and when the head and body move, the recorded eye-tracking signal is influenced by these
movements which render the subsequent event detection difficult [Holmqvist et al., 2011].
To compensate for these body movements different techniques are available, such as the
built-in camera that follows the user or the use of an inertial measurement unit (IMU). This
is a device that combines accelerometers, gyroscopes, and sometimes magnetometers to
measure the orientation of the body. As not all mobile eye-trackers come equipped with
such a device, the built-in algorithms do not use body movement metrics in the calcula-
tions.

In this subsection different examples are given why a researcher would choose for an
other algorithm that the one that was supplied with the device. Next to these examples the
choice of the algorithm also depends of the sampling rate, the availability of the algorithm
and how its ability to handle noise that can be part of the data-set.

OBJECT DETECTION

Objects in scenes can be coded by hand, but this is extremely labor intensive, particularly
for dynamic stimuli or mobile eye tracking data. Automatic object recognition may aid the
coding process. Various algorithms have been proposed the recognize objects in scenes.
The algorithms discussed in this section can be found in table 4.
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Table 4: Discussed Object Detection algorithms

Type
Description

Haar Cascade Bounding box machine learning algorithm that uses different classifiers
for specific type of objects needed to be detected. Requires training by
feeding positive (images of the same type of object defined in the classi-
fier) and negative images.

You Only Look
Once (YOLO)

A real-time object detection system based on Deep Neural Network. Dur-
ing training, YOLO divides the input image to S × S grid cells and the only
one grid cell that contains the center of an object, takes charge of detect-
ing that object.

Single Shot
MultiBox Detec-
tor (SSD)

An object localization and classification algorithm that can run in a sin-
gle pass by applying bounding box regression. SSD does not resample
pixels or features for bounding boxes and can therefore run without a
decrease in detection accuracy.

Hidden Markov
Model (HMM)

HHM can capture the percentage of transitions from one region of in-
terest (state of the model) to another. HMM parameters can be directly
learnt from eye data via maximum likelihood estimation. The distribu-
tion of fixations in each ROI, are modeled as two-dimensional Gaussian
distributions. The transition from the current hidden state to the next
one represents a saccade, whose probability is modeled by the transition
matrix of the HMM. The initial state of the model, i.e., the probability
distribution of the first fixation, is modeled by the prior values [Coutrot
et al., 2018].

The most common approach for analysis of eye-tracking data is to manually annotate
the gaze data mapped onto every frame of the scene video (a screen recording). For this rea-
son most mobile eye-trackers are equipped with a second camera that records the scenery.
The annotation is most often performed by defining one or several area-of-interests, AOIs,
and by calculating the time in each AOI, referred to as the dwell time [Holmqvist et al.,
2011]. More efficiently, detection algorithms can be used to automate these annotations by
defining bounding boxes around these objects and associating the correct object category
with each bounding box [Long, 2018]. Different machine learning algorithms exist that can
process images to detect objects. While traditional machine learning algorithms, such as
the Haar Cascade Algorithm, are rather hand-crafted to recognize specific objects, convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) can automatically learn features from data (images). One of
the fastest current CNN algorithms is Yolo (You Only Look Once) which will be discussed
later in this section.

Haar Cascade classifier is a machine learning object detection program that identifies
objects in an image and video. An example of the algorithm in action can be seen in pic-
ture 37. A classifier can be implemented for the specific type of objects is needs to be rec-
ognized, such as a mouth, nose, eyes or face classifier. Initially, the algorithm needs a lot
of positive images (images of faces) and negative images (images without faces) to train
the classifier. After this training the classifier is able to do face detection. The calculation
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involves summing the pixel intensities in each region and calculating the differences be-
tween the sums. Haar Cascade is considered outdated and overtaken by Deep Learning
algorithms.

You only look once (YOLO) is a real-time object detection system based on Deep Neu-
ral Network. During training, YOLO divides the input image to S × S grid cells and the only
one grid cell that contains the center of an object, takes charge of detecting that object [Hu
et al., 2021]. Deep Neural networks can be grossly divided into two groups. The first group is
two-stage detection method, which generates potential bounds boxes in an image by using
region proposal methods firstly and classifies these proposed boxes. After classification,
bounding box regression is used to refine the bounding boxes. The representative algo-
rithms of this group are RCNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN and so on. The other group is
one-stage detection method, which uses a single convolution network to detect bounding
box coordinates and class probabilities from image pixels without containing region pro-
posal stage, among of which YOLO is one of the most dominant representational methods.
In general, one-stage method is faster than two-stage method, while gets a little worse de-
tection precision. Various attempts for improving detection efficiency and precision have
been worked, such as Mask R-CNN, YOLO v2, YOLO v3 and so on [Hu et al., 2021].

Another fast algorithm that can classify and locate objects in real-time in a single pass
is known as Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [Liu et al., 2016]. SSD does not resample
pixels or features for bounding boxes and can therefore run without a decrease in detec-
tion accuracy. This makes SSD easy to train and straightforward to integrate into systems
that require a detection component. The core of SSD is predicting category scores and box
offsets for a fixed set of default bounding boxes using small convolutional filters applied
to feature maps. To achieve high detection accuracy predictions are produced of different
scales from feature maps of different scales, and explicitly separate predictions by aspect
ratio. A feature map is the output of one filter applied to the previous layer. A given filter is
drawn across the entire previous layer, moved one pixel at a time. Each position results in
an activation of the neuron and the output is collected in the feature map [Fea].

The Hidden Markov model mentioned before can also be used to predict the object a
participant is tracking in a dynamic visual scene, given their gaze position and the position
of possible objects of interest over time. Two moving objects can overlap each other at
some moment in time. For an algorithm to be able to decide what object a participant was
following, historical data is needed. The HMM model takes next to the current state (an
object a participant is looking at) the preceding and successive states into account [Kim
et al., 2020].

Automated object detection does not offer an advantage to all types eye-tracking data.
For studies that use virtual environments, such as AR or VR, automated object detection
adds no value because objects and their locations are already known. Also, because object
detection does not always accurately recognize objects, such as in situations where there
are many overlapping objects or much noise in an image, not having the need for detecting
objects can be an advantage.

However, some studies do rely on object detection, especially ones that present partic-
ipants with a dynamic stimuli, such as moving objects. To be able to generate meaningful
metrics the algorithm needs to know what eye-movements overlap with what objects. Pur-
suing automated ways of detecting objects can present different challenges. First, a par-
ticipant can for example look at objects from different locations and angles. An algorithm
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needs to be able to recognize an object from every viewpoint. Second, the eye can focus
on different objects after a blink. An algorithm needs to decide what object was followed
before and after the blink. A third potential challenge can occur when images are to dark
for an algorithm to differentiate between the objects [Jain, 2016]. Once objects are located
and classified, the different eye-movements need to be allotted to the found objects. Once
alloted, the algorithm can analyze what eye-movement looks at what object. An example
can be found in Figure 37. In this image the Haar Cascade algorithm with pre-trained clas-
sifiers was used to recognize faces or parts of faces. The detected objects are surrounded
by a green bounding box. The fixations that fall between a bounding box are allotted to this
specific object.

Figure 37: Object detection sample based on the Haar Cascade Classifier for mouth, eyes and face detection.
The raw data is generated by a Tobii T60 eye-tracker [Klaib et al., 2021]. Gaze points that are projected be-
tween a bounding box are displayed as squares and in a darker colour than gaze points outside the bounding
box. Gaze points outside the bounding box are displayed as dots.

DATA CLUSTERING

While it is possible to consider eye movement patterns of each participant separately, it is
often of interest to establish general patterns of eye movements that can be found across
multiple participants. Clustering algorithms can be used to identify similar patterns in
users’ eye-movement sequences. Clustering is defined as the problem of partitioning data
objects into groups (clusters), such that objects in the same group are similar, while objects
in different groups are dissimilar [Gionis et al., 2005]. A famous example is that of grouping
animal species according to their features (e.g., birds, mamals, fish).

Several approaches to clustering exist. For a comprehensive list the paper by Xu and
Tian can be referenced. Each approach is best suited to a particular data distribution. Be-
low is a short discussion of four common approaches, focusing on centroid-based cluster-
ing using k-means [CLU].

• Centroid-based clustering organizes the data into non-hierarchical clusters, in con-
trast to hierarchical clustering defined below. k-means is the most widely-used centroid-
based clustering algorithm. Centroid-based algorithms are efficient but sensitive to
initial conditions and outliers.

• Density-based clustering connects areas of high example density into clusters. This
allows for arbitrary-shaped distributions as long as dense areas can be connected.
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These algorithms have difficulty with data of varying densities and high dimensions.
Further, by design, these algorithms do not assign outliers to clusters.

• Distribution-based Clustering assumes data is composed of distributions, such as
Gaussian distributions. In Figure 38 the distribution-based algorithm clusters data
into three Gaussian distributions. As distance from the distribution’s center increases,
the probability that a point belongs to the distribution decreases. The bands show
that decrease in probability.

• Hierarchical clustering creates a tree of clusters. Hierarchical clustering is well suited
to hierarchical data, such as taxonomies. In addition, another advantage is that any
number of clusters can be chosen by cutting the tree at the right level.

Figure 38: Four approaches of clustering based on the article [CLU]. Centroid-based clustering organizes
the data into non-hierarchical clusters, Density-based clusteringconnects areas of high example density into
clusters, Distribution-based Clustering assumes data is composed of distributions, such as Gaussian distri-
butions, Hierarchical clustering creates a tree of clusters.
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The discussed cluster algorithms in this section can be found in table 5.

Table 5: Discussed Clustering algorithms

Type
Description

K-means K-means clustering is an iterative algorithm which groups points into
k groups based on the points’ proximity to each other. K-means re-
quires to choose the number of clusters in advance and is therefore not
adaptive to the used data-set. K-means is a centroid-based clustering
algorithm.

Mean-Shift The algorithm assigns data points to the clusters in a way by shifting
the data points towards the high-density region. The highest density
of data points is termed as the model in the region. Mean-Shift is a
centroid-based clustering algorithm.

Dendrogram A dendrogram is a diagram that shows the hierarchical relationship be-
tween objects. Dendrograms graphically present the information con-
cerning which observations are grouped together at various levels of
(dis)similarity. A dendogram uses hierarchical clustering. Kernel Den-
sity Estimation uses a Density-based clustering algorithm.

K-means clustering is an iterative algorithm which groups points into k groups based
on the points’ proximity to each other [Bogachenkova et al., 2020]. K-means requires to
choose the number of clusters in advance and is therefore not adaptive to the used data-
set.

Figure 39: Clustering of fixations by k-means

The Mean Shift algorithm efficiently identifies regions where the density is high, work-
ing on the concept of Kernel Density Estimation, known as KDE [Fukunaga and Hostetler,
1975]. The algorithm picks a random point, places a kernel (which can be seen as a win-
dow) with a user-defined radius over this point and counts the number of points within this
kernel, meaning, the kernel is related to the weight of the data points. It then calculates the
mean within this window. The mean can be considered the center of mass. Next the win-
dow is shifted so the calculated mean in the previous step is centered within the window.
Next, these steps can be repeated until the center of the datapoints has been found.
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Figure 40: Clustering of fixations by the mean-shift algorithm. 1. A set of datapoints. 2. A kernel is placed
over a random chosen datapoint, known as a Region of Interest. 3. The Center of Mass is calculated, known
as the mean, visualized by the yellow dot. 4. The kernel is shifted to the new Center of Mass. 5. The process is
iterated until the Center of Mass of the data-set is found. 6. The Center of Mass of the data-set is found and a
cluster is defined.

A dendrogram is a diagram that shows the hierarchical relationship between objects.
Dendrograms graphically present the information concerning which observations are grouped
together at various levels of (dis)similarity. At the bottom of the dendrogram, each obser-
vation is considered its own cluster. Vertical lines extend up for each observation, and at
various (dis)similarity values, these lines are connected to the lines from other observa-
tions with a horizontal line. The observations continue to combine until, at the top of the
dendrogram, all observations are grouped together [Stata.com].
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Figure 41: An example of a Dendrogram. If a desired number of clusters is given by a user, a cut-off point
at the corresponding level can be selected in the dendrogram, as illustrated with a red, dotted line [Piernik,
2015]

An example where clustering of eye movements can aid understanding is the clustering
of different scanpaths into groups, which each represented a typical eye movement pattern
that participants can make. Without clustering it is very complex to find averages in data-
sets with a large number of scanpaths. As scanpaths are a widely used technique to analyze
sequential eye-movements, the next subsection focuses on clustering based on scanpath
comparison techniques.

Considerations in scanpath comparison
When used for scan paths, clustering can answer a range of questions, such as when are 2
scan paths considered identical? How much of the trajectory should be equal? If two scan
paths are almost identical but the start time or duration differs, are they still considered
equal? What if user 1 looks at objects in order A-B-C-D-E-F and user 2 in order A-B-E-F-C-
D? Are the gaze paths ’A-B’ and ’C-D’ considered to be equivalent for both users? What if
both users look in order ’A-B-C-D’ but user 2 has a very different saccade between objects
than user 1. Are the scan paths still considered equivalent? The answers to these questions
depend on the applied algorithm. All mentioned algorithms provide some variables that
the user can adjust to get a meaningful display. However, the results produced by differ-
ent algorithms may vary significantly. This subsection discusses only a small selection of
available techniques to analyze scanpaths, summarized in table 6.
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Table 6: Methods and measure to compaire pairs of scanpaths

Type
Description

Levenshtein Dis-
tance

This algorithm calculates the dissimilarity between scanpaths by trans-
forming the string representation of one scanpath into another one’s
string representation using a minimum number of operations which
are insertion, deletion and substitution [Eraslan et al., 2015].

ScanMatch ScanMatch algorithm aligns eye movements based on the Needleman-
Wunch algorithm, which is used in bioinformatics to compareDNA se-
quences. The sequences are compared by maximizing the similarity
score computed from a substitution matrix, which in turn provides the
score for all letter pair substitutions and a gap penalty.

MinHash An algorithm that tries to find duplication’s in strings based on the Jac-
card Index, which is a measure to find similarity between two sample
sets. It is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of
the union of the sample sets.

Dot-plots Compares string sequences in a two-dimensional matrix. If the same
characters are matched, a point was put into the intersection of these
characters. After that, the longest line which represents the common
sequence of two sequences is tried to be identified.

An often used approach in scanpath comparison is to first encode scanpaths as a series
of letters where each letter represents the Region of Interest (RoI) where the observer was
looking at a particular time. A RoI can be an object or an area, both can be seen in the left
image in Picture 42. The picture is divided in a grid of 6 different areas where the objects
that the researcher considered important are highlighted with a color. A scanpath is

Next, two scanpaths are compared by computing the distance between the two letter se-
ries representing these scanpaths, such as the widely used Levenshtein algorithm, as seen
in the right image in Figure 43. Subsequently, multiple scanpaths are clustered and classi-
fied by their string similarity to each other by a clustering algorithm, such as mentioned in
table 5.
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Figure 42: 1. The researcher has divided the image in a grid of 6 areas where the objects of interest are hight-
lighted with a colour. 2. A scanpath is projected on the image. The fixations are allocated to ROIs and encoded
to a string [Geisler et al., 2020].

Figure 43: An example of how the String-Edit algorithm works for two sequences [LEV]

The Levenshtein algorithm calculates the dissimilarity between scanpaths by trans-
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forming the string representation of one scanpath into another one’s string representation
using a minimum number of operations which are insertion, deletion and substitution. For
instance, the dissimilarity between ABCD and ABCE is calculated as 1 (one) by the String-
Edit algorithm because the transformation can be done by only substituting D with E. The
dissimilarities can be used to categorise scanpaths. However, this algorithm has consid-
erable weaknesses. Firstly, the substitution costs between all pairs of AoIs may not be the
same because their size and distances between AoIs may be different. Substitution cost
matrix can be used to store the substitution costs for all pairs of AoIs and then this matrix
can be used while calculating the dissimilarity [Eraslan et al., 2015].

The ScanMatch algorithm aligns eye movements based on the Needleman-Wunch al-
gorithm, which is used in bioinformatics to compare DNA sequences [Cristino et al., 2010].
Similar to the String-edit algorithm, it tries to transform one string to another by using the
three types of operations which are addition, deletion and substitution. However, this al-
gorithm tries to maximise the alignment score, which can be considered as the similarity,
between sequences instead of minimising the dissimilarity. A substitution matrix is used so
that this algorithm is able to address inequalities between AoIs. However, if this algorithm
is used without a substitution matrix, it cannot differentiate AoIs [Eraslan et al., 2015]. The
Needleman-Wunch measure generalizes the Levenshtein distance. Specifically, it is com-
puted by assigning a score to each alignment between the two input strings and choosing
the score of the best alignment, that is, the maximal score. An alignment between two
strings x and y is a set of correspondences between the characters of x and y, allowing for
gaps. The score of an alignment is computed using a score matrix and a gap penalty. The
matrix assigns a score for a correspondence between every pair of characters and therefore
allows for penalizing transformations on a case-by-case basis.

Both algorithms do not take fixation duration into account. However, the ScanMatch
method considers fixation duration by defining a particular time duration to cause rep-
etitions of the AoI names in string representations of the scanpaths. For example, if the
fixation duration is 200ms in AoI A and the particular duration is 100ms, A is duplicated.

Figure 44: A grid-layout segmentation with ScanMatch technique of Cristino et al. where each element is
represented with one upper-case letter and one lower-case letter

As with the other methods, Geisler et al. proposed an approach for scanpath similar-
ity calculation based on the MinHash algorithm. First, the gaze signal is quantized to a
string of symbols, as can be seen in the left iamge of Figure 42. Next, the similarity of two
scanpaths are based on the frequency of visual scanpath subsequences (meaning match-
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ing strings), displayed in the left image in Figure 45. The third step is to apply the MinHash
algorithm to estimate the Jaccard Index of two scanpaths based on the frequency of the
subsequences, displayed in the right image in Figure 45. The Jaccard Index of the scan-
paths to each other is then used to classify new scanpaths. The Jaccard index, also known
as the Jaccard similarity coefficient, is a statistic used for gauging the similarity and diver-
sity of sample sets. The Jaccard coefficient measures similarity between finite sample sets,
and is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of the sample
sets.

Figure 45: The left image shows how the words with a length of four symbols and a maximum of one gap are
extracted from the scanpath Si through a sliding window. Each extracted word is counted in the Dictionary
DSi . The sub sequence TZQAK is mapped to TQAK by the gap at Z , leading to a frequency of two for the word
TQAK. The right image shows the application of random hyperplanes in the frequency domain of the words
TAKZ and TQAK for four exemplary scanpaths S0, ...,S3. A hyperplane is known as a figure in a space of more
then three dimensions corresponding to a plane in ordinary space. The Jaccard index is calculated from the
Signature matrix, which indicates the side of the scanpath Si regarding to a hyperplane T i

Another algorithm is the Dot-plots algorithm. Originally developed to compare two
biological sequences, it can also be used for identifying common scanpaths for multiple
users [Goldberg and Helfman, 2010]. It constructs a hierarchical structure by finding a com-
mon scanpath of two sequences. The scanpaths are leafs and the common scanpath is the
root of the hierarchical structure. As shown in the figure, it uses two-dimensional matrix
and one of the sequence is written horizontally whereas another one is written vertically.
If the same characters are matched, a point was put into the intersection of these charac-
ters. After that, the longest line which represents the common sequence of two sequences
is tried to be identified [Eraslan et al., 2015]. An advantage of dot-plots is that it can find
overlap in two scanpaths that differ in order over time. In Figure 46 it can be seen that both
the red and black line are drawn over cells without a dot but are still considered a part of
the matching subsequence.

A downside of the Dot-plots algorithm is that it is likely to produce unacceptable short
scanpaths for transcoding and also accept string representations of scanpaths without analysing
eye tracking data. For example very short fixations, which have no meaning, can be re-
moved [Laboratory et al., 2014].
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Figure 46: An example of the Dot-plot algorithm applied on two sequences BDCEBCDCDCDEDEDCD and
BCECDCDCDEDECDC. The red and black lines are considered matching subsequences. Cells without a dot
can still be part of a subsequence as long as a solid straight line can be drawn over cells.

There are however several limitations associated with string edit distance methods for
scanpath comparisons. First, the performance of those string based approaches depend
strong on the information encoded in the string. Second, the more information are coded
into the string, the larger the alphabet and string length gets [Geisler et al., 2020]. Third,
string edit algorithms do not take the distance between AOI into account, meaning, it can
replace or delete a character anywhere in the string, loosing information about the order
and distance of AOIs. Fourth, it also does not take gaze duration into account except for the
ScanMatch algorithm that can handle gaze duration.

While this thesis proposal does not imply that scanpaths are the only means to visualize
temporal aspects of eye-tracking data, they are the most widely used technique to visualize
individual eye-movement sequences and therefore are a point of focus in this subsection.

Clustering the scanpaths
String comparisation algorithms do not cluster the data, they only assign a value to a scan-
path in comparisation to another scanpath. The clustering itself is done with a clustering
algorithm. An algorithm like K-means or Mean-shift work with data points, such as fixa-
tions. They cannot be applied to scanpaths. Therefore the clustering of scanpath requires a
different strategy. A possible workflow that allows the clustering of scanpaths is as follows:
First, scanpaths need to be transformed to a string of characters representing the AOI or-
der. Second, the strings need to be compared by a string comparison algorithm. Third, the
distance matrix is calculated between scanpaths. Fourth, a hierarchical clustering on these
distances is performed by applying the Dendogram clustering algorithm. Last, the clusters
are added to the original data.
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Figure 47: Workflow to cluster scanpaths. 1. scanpaths are transformed to a string of characters representing
the AOI order. 2. the strings are compared by a string comparison algorithm and the distance matrix is
calculated. 3. A hierarchical clustering algorithm is performed on the data from the distance matrix. 4. The
clusters are added to the original data.

DATA AGGREGATION

Applying cluster algorithms to a data-set will only label the individual datapoints with a
specific cluster identifier. They do not alter the data, meaning a cluster algorithm does not
generalize its contents. Second, generating a visualization of a data-set of clustered scan-
paths will not help in the reduction of clutter. A possible solution is the reduction of the
number of scanpaths in a visualization. This can be accomplished by applying an aggre-
gation algorithm. Aggregation is known as presenting data in a summarized format and
serves to gain a better understanding of the contents of clusters. When a clustered data-set
of eye-movements is aggregated, each cluster is represented by an average eye-movement.
Since the most common clustering algorithms applied to eye-movement data require the
eye-movements to be transformed to sequences of letters, a logical next step would be to
apply aggregation to a cluster of sequence of letters. However, there have been very lit-
tle studies conducted in applying aggregation to a data-set of eye-movements. Those that
have, follow the following three steps, of which the third is optional.

1. Preprocessing of the data. This step may involve the normalization of the data by
removing outliers and AOI extraction. Outlier removal allows fixations that are at un-
usual locations to be excluded from the data set. These isolated fixations can be the
result of errors in the recording (because of noise) or an unusual viewing behavior
which may lead to inconsistencies in the scan path. Outlier removal ensures the con-
sistency of remaining scanpaths, AOI extraction facilitates a higher-level representa-
tion [Li and Chen, 2018]. Figure 48 shows an example of outlier removal applied on
a scan path. AOI extraction is a form of clustering where fixation points that overlap
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with a predefined AOI are bundled together. In this thesis proposal preprocessing
refers to the actions described in the subsection data clustering.

2. Aggregation of the data. An aggregate algorithm is applied that transforms the (clus-
tered) data into the aggregated data. Because of the lack of relevant studies, this topic
is limited to a few examples described in this subsection.

3. Post-handling of the aggregated data. Depending on how much ’generalization’ a
researcher wishes to apply to the data-set, multiple runs of the algorithm can be ap-
plied to simplify it even more.

Figure 48: An example of outlier removal applied on a scan path

An example of an aggregated workflow is as follows. First, events are detected in the raw
data. Second fixations are associated with AOIs. If a fixation overlaps with a specific AOI
a character that represents that AOI is associated with that fixation. This results in a string
of fixation sequences. Third, a string edit algorithm is applied to these strings of fixation
sequences. Depending on the used algorithm the strings are compared pair-wise or set
wise for similarities by calculating the distance between fixations. Fourth, The distance
matrix is computed. Fifth, a cluster identifier is assigned to the strings. Sixth, the three
clusters are aggregated, resulting in one string that represents an average gaze sequence
of all participants. Note that in this specific example the aggregated result can again be
post-processed to remove redundant AOIs.

An example of a clustered data-set that is aggregated can be found in Figure 7. Here
the data-set is shown as V = {υ1,υ2,υ3,υ4,υ5,υ6} that consists of six objects, and let C1 =
{{υ1,υ2}, {υ3,υ4}, {υ5,υ6}},C2 = {{υ1,υ3}, {υ2,υ4}, {υ5,υ6}} and C3 = {{υ1,υ3}, {υ2,υ4}, {υ5,υ6}} be
three clusterings of V . Each column corresponds to a clustering, and a value i denotes
that the tuple in that row belongs in the i -th cluster of the clustering in that column. The
rightmost column is the clustering C = {{υ1,υ3}, {υ2,υ4}, {υ5,υ6}} that minimizes the total
number of disagreements with the clusterings C 1,C 2,C 3. In this example the total number
of disagreements is 5: one with the clustering C 2 for the pair (v5, v6), and four with the
clustering C 1 for the pairs (v1, v2), (v1, v3), (v2, v4), (v3, v4). It is not hard to see that this is
the minimum number of disagreements possible for any partition of the data-set V [Gionis
et al., 2005].
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Table 7: Aggregation of a cluster of three. The aggregated data can be found in the last column. Explanation
of how aggregation is computed is described in this subsection.

C1 C2 C3 C

V1 A A A A
V2 A C A A
V3 B Y Y Y
V4 B S B B
V5 C C S C
V6 C I C C

Table 8: Examples of aggregation algorithms that have been applied to scanpath data

Type
Description

Kernel Density
Estimation-based
Edge Bundling

Edge bundling is a technique which generates graph layouts of limited
clutter by sharpening the edges of a density map. Multiple iterations
of these algorithms will result in edges moving closer to its center. For
example used in [Peysakhovich and Hurter, 2018]

Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW)

DTW is a technique to measure the distance between only two time
series. It allows a non-linear mapping of one signal to another by mini-
mizing the distance between the two. For example used in [Morel et al.,
2018]

DTW Barycenter
Averaging (DBA)
algorithm

DBA calculates an average scanpath from a data-set by applying an it-
erative approach. First the DTW is calculated between every individual
scanpath and a reference scanpath is created. Second, the components
of the reference scanpaths are updated. For example used in [Morel
et al., 2018]

eMine Scanpath
Analysis Algorithm

eMine takes a set of scanpaths and return a scanpath which is com-
mon in all the given scanpaths, by trying to find the most similar two
scanpaths in the given list. It does this by using the the Levenshtein
Distance which is the traditional String-edit algorithm. Then it re-
moves these two scanpaths from the given list of scanpaths and intro-
duces their common scanpath to the list of scanpaths given originally.
This continues until there is only one scanpath. For example used in
[Eraslan et al., 2015]

The work on aggregation of scanpaths seems to be under development and only few
algorithms could be found. This section and Table 8 present an overview of the algorithms
that were found.
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Kernel Density Estimation-based Edge Bundling is applied by Peysakhovich and Hurter
to fixations and saccades extracted from the raw eye movement data without assigning the
fixations to AOIs. Their goal was to obtain a non-cluttered visual representation of scan-
paths. First, fixations and saccades are extracted from the gaze recording. Second, fixa-
tions are clustered using the mean-shift algorithm. This uses kernel density estimation to
generate a density map; the points are then iteratively shifted to their densest neighbor-
hood. Third, saccades are merged in a similar way as fixations, except for the resampling
(merging) of the saccades that connect fixation points and computing the density map tak-
ing into all these resampled points. Multiple iterations of these algorithms will result in
edges moving closer to its center. Bundling edges will lose the individual data but deliver
an average view of the scanpaths that users are taking.

Figure 49: An aggregation example of three iterations of saccade bundling via Mean-Shift and Kernel Density
Estimation Edge Bundling. Line width can be set proportional to the edge density.

Another technique for representative scanpath identification, referred as aggregation
in this thesis proposal, is Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) Barycenter Averaging (DBA). This
algorithm uses DTW to compute an average scanpath. DTW is a technique to measure
the distance between two time series, such as measuring the scanpath distance. The DTW
does not only provide a similarity measure between two time-series, but also calculates
a non-linear alignment path between them, known as a warping path. Although widely
used to align two signals, such as scanpaths, it cannot directly extract an average signal
to form a set of time-series [Morel et al., 2018]. Therefore, DBA is applied to aggregate the
data. DBA uses an iterative approach consisting out of two steps: computing DTW between
every individual scanpath and the reference scanpath and updating the components of the
reference scanpath.

Most scanpath compensation methods compare scanpaths pair-wise. The eMine algo-
rithm was developed to find common patterns in a group of scanpaths [Eraslan et al., 2015].
The eMINE algorithm takes a set of scanpaths and return a scanpath which is common in
all the given scanpaths. If there is only one scanpath, it returns that one as the common
scanpath, if there is more than one, then it tries to find the most similar two scanpaths in
the given list. It does this by using the the Levenshtein Distance. Then it removes these two
scanpaths from the given list of scanpaths and introduces their common scanpath to the
list of scanpaths given originally. This continues until there is only one scanpath.

Visualization
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After clustering and aggregating, scanpaths can be superimposed onto graphs. Such
visualizations, however, are not described often in the literature. For this reason, this thesis
will compare existing visualization techniques that are based on data-sets that are pro-
cessed by different methods mentioned in this paper. Using this workflow, a better sense
is obtained of how well the clustering + aggregation methods work for visualizing spatio-
temporal aspects of eye movements.

Scarf plots are visualizations that show the AOIs being gazed at over time. An exam-
ple can be found in 6A. An AOI-based approach offers a simplification of the data. Thus
while being less detailed it gives an easier overview of the data. Furthermore, by showing
multiple participants at once, trends can be spotted that occur between multiple partic-
ipants. However, scarf plots are limited in the amount of AOIs that they can display, as
with an increasing number of AOIs differentiation between the colored bars becomes more
difficult [Bakardzhiev et al., 2020]. Scarf Plots can possibly be improved by applying clus-
tering and aggregation. Here, the scanpaths of similar participants can be plotted closer to
eachother.

Timelines are another approach to visualize temporal data, as can be seen in figure 6B. A
point-based timeline visualization represents time on one axis of a coordinate system and
eye tracking data on the other axis. Such plots are usually represented in 2D space. This
method reduces overlaps and crossings of saccade lines. Furthermore, this visualization
technique allows a visual scanpath comparison to measure similarity of aggregated scan-
paths [Grindinger et al., 2010]. A higher number of scanpaths on a timeline will clutter the
visualization. By applying clustering and aggregation more average timelines can possibly
be visualized. A downside is that AOIs are not retained.

A space-time cube allows a researcher to visualize and analyze spatiotemporal data in
the form of time-series analysis [Li et al., 2010]. Individual paths are displayed in an ax-
onometric graphical projection of space and time coordinates. Axonometric projection is
a type of orthographic projection used for creating a pictorial drawing of an object, where
the object is rotated around one or more of its axes to reveal multiple sides [axo]. Although
a very effective model to describe eye-tracking data, figure 6C shows that it can produce a
quite unreadable representation when combined with the individual scanpaths of all users.
It is also not clear at what AOIs a participant is looking. In the literature a possible reme-
diation is proposed by applying small cut-outs of AOIs, placed on strategic places in the
visualization, such as placing a cut-out on a scanpath at a specific moment in time.

Another technique used to visualize data are radial graphs [Blascheck et al., 2017b],
as seen in Figure 6D. In this methods AOIs, dwell-time and their transitions are visualized
in a clustered format in a graph. Dwell-time quantifies the amount of time a participant
has spent looking at a particular AOI. This means information about individual gaze order
will be lost. While gaze order is not retained, a radial graph does visualize the transitions
from on specific AOI to another. It does not visualize when this happens, only that there is
sequence between AOIs. Therefore, a radial graph already applies a generalisation of data
but does so for only one participant. Multiple graphs can be layered over each other to
compare the generalized data of multiple participant.
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B. METHOD

B.1. VISUALIZATION CREATION PROCESS

CREATION OF THE VISUALISATIONS

Algorithm 2 pseudocode for assigning fixations to AOIs

Input: File containing eye-movement data ▷ As described in pseudocode 1
Output: Input file extended with AOI data ▷ RGB value and colorname

for file in file_dir do ▷ Read every input file in directory
i mg ← current image ▷ Get image name based on the contents of the input file
mod_i mg ←Modify i mg to match screen resolution ▷ as described in figure 13
for line in file do ▷ Read every line in file

cc ← current color ▷ Get RGB value of the pixel at the current fixation location
cname ← color name ▷ Lookup the color name in the CSS3 db. If no match

found, get the color name of the closest color.
nxt_c ← next color ▷ Extract the RGB value of the pixel at the next fixation

location
nxt_cname ← next color name ▷ Lookup the color name in the CSS3 db. If no

match found, get the color name of the closest color.
end for
file_i mg .write(cc, cname, nxt_c, nxt_cname) ▷Write the RGB value of the color,

associated color name, the next RGB value and color name to the output file .
end for

Algorithm 3 pseudocode for creating scanpaths

Input: CSV file containing fixations ▷ As described in pseudocode 1
Output: Scanpath visualisation ▷ containing the eye-movements of 5 participants

for CSV in CSV_dir do ▷ Read every CSV file in directory
i mg ← current image ▷ Get image based on the contents of the CSV
mod_i mg ←Modify i mg to match screen resolution ▷ as described in figure 13
d f ← data of the first five participants ▷Only 5 participants are included
pl ot ← fixations from d f ▷ fixations are plotted as a scatter plot
pl ot ← lines between fixations ▷ fixations are connected via a line plot
pl ot ← arrows ▷ lines are augmented with arrows and enumeration
plot.save(new_i mg ) ▷ Saves the plot as a new image on disk

end for
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Algorithm 4 pseudocode for creating scarfplots

Input: CSV file containing fixations ▷ As described in pseudocode 1
Output: Scarfplot visualisation ▷ containing the eye-movements of 5 participants

for CSV in CSV_dir do ▷ Read every CSV file in directory
i mg ← current image ▷ Get image based on the contents of the CSV
d f ← data of the first five participants ▷Only 5 participants are included
par ti ci pant s ← unique(df[’Participant’]) ▷ Get a list of the participant names
for p in par ti ci pant s do ▷ Read the list of participants line by line

d f _up ← data of unique participant ▷ dataframe consists out of eye-movements
of one user

for row in d f do ▷ Read every row from the dataframe
pl ot ← color name and duration from d f ▷ A bar is plotted representing the

AOI object a participant looked at identified by the color name.
end for
plot.save(new_i mg ) ▷ Saves the plot as a new image on disk

end for
end for

Algorithm 5 pseudocode for creating Space-Time cubes

Input: CSV file containing fixations ▷ As described in pseudocode 1
Output: Space-Time cube visualisation ▷ containing the eye-movements of 5 participants

for CSV in CSV_dir do ▷ Read every CSV file in directory
i mg ← current image ▷ Get image based on the contents of the CSV
mod_i mg ←Modify i mg to match screen resolution ▷ as described in figure 13
d f ← data of all participants ▷ All participants are included
par ti ci pant s ← unique(df[’Participant’]) ▷ Get a list of the participant names
for p in par ti ci pant s do ▷ ReadRead the list of participants line by line

d f _up ← data of unique participant ▷ dataframe consists out of eye-movements
of one user

pl ot ← 3d scatter plot(d f _up[X ,Y ]) ▷ Plot the fixations (X,Y)
pl ot ← 3d line plot(d f _up[Z ]) ▷ Connect the fixations by line (Z)

end for
pl ot ← 3d surface plot (mod_i mg ) ▷ Plot the AOI image as a surface
plot.save(new_i mg ) ▷ Saves the plot as a new image on disk

end for
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Algorithm 6 pseudocode for creating a Chord diagram visualisation

Input: CSV file containing square matrix ▷ As described in pseudocode 7
Output: Chord Diagram visualisation ▷ containing the clustered eye-movements of 5

participants

for CSV in CSV_dir do ▷ Read every CSV file in directory
i mg ← current image ▷ Get image based on the contents of the CSV
d f ← data of the first five participants ▷Only 5 participants are included
for row in d f do ▷ Read the dataframe line by line

r g b_values ← convert color name to hex and add to list ▷ Create list with hex
values

end for
pl ot ← Chord(df, rgb_values) ▷ Create the plot. Colors are based on rgb_values
plot.save(new_i mg ) ▷ Saves the plot as new_i mg

end for

EXPERIMENT SETUP

Contents of information Sheet

Dear prospective participant in our study,

We would like to thank you for signing up for our study on reading graphs of eye movement
data. Attached we have a document with additional information about this study.

If, after reading this document, you would no longer wish to take part in the study, please
get in touch (visualisatie.onderzoek@ou.nl). Also use this e-mail address if you would have
any further questions before meeting the researcher. The researcher will also be available
for further questions at the time of the study. Thank you again and until soon, Best wishes,

Marcel Claus

Information Text

In this study your task will be to answer one of three questions about a set of graphs of eye
movements of five participants from a previous study. Participants in this past study either
saw:

• An advertisement

• A choice between two gambles

Four types of graphs of the same data will be shown. The questions you will be asked to
answer are:

1. what region did people look at for longest?

2. what region did people look at first?
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Algorithm 7 pseudocode for creating a square matrix file

Input: file containing fixations ▷ As described in pseudocode 1
Output: file containing square matrix ▷Displaying the number of AOI transitions

for file in file_dir do ▷ Read every CSV file in directory
i mg ← current image ▷ Get image based on the contents of the input file
d f ← data of all participants ▷ Include all participants
d f ← Filtered dataframe d f ▷ Including only 5 participants
d f ← Drop all irrelevant columns from d f ▷ Keep only columns ’ColorName’ and

’NextColorname’
usedColor s ← unique(d f [’ColorName’]) ▷ Get a list of all used unique colors
matr i x ← square matrix of size len(usedColor s) ▷ Create square matrix based on

the length of usedColor s
for row in d f do ▷ Read row of dataframe line by line

cur r entColor ← d f [Color N ame][r ow] ▷ Assign the color name of the current
row to a variable

nextCol or ← d f [NextColor N ame][r ow] ▷ Assign the next color name of the
current row to a variable

x ← where(column name = cur r entColor ) ▷ Identify the column number with
the name of the current color

y ← where(row name = nextCol or ) ▷ Identify the row with the name of the next
color

matr i x[x, y] +=1 ▷ Increment the value by 1
end for
d f ← matr i x ▷ Convert matrix back to dataframe
d f .i nser t (Col or ) ▷ Insert new column ’Color’
for row in d f do ▷ Read row of dataframe line by line

RGBcolor ← get RGB Value based on colorname ▷ Lookup RGB value in CSS3 db
d f .set (Color [r ow] = RGBcolor ) ▷ Set the RGB value of the colorname

end for
file.save(d f , new_i mg ) ▷Write the matrix to file as new_i mg

end for
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3. what two regions did people most often look between?

Before we start, we would first like to ask that you confirm that you are willing to take part
(form will follow). We will then ask you for your education level and experience with read-
ing graphs, as this may affect how you answer the questions. You will then be shown the
graphs and asked the questions about the graphs. If you have any questions, feel free to ask

them to the experimenter at any time.

Consent Message

Dear colleague,

I would like to invite you to take part in my dissertation project study in which we aim to
determine which graph works best for eye movement data. In this study you will be shown
a set of graphs and will be asked to answer questions about these graphs. This should take
no more than 30 minutes of your time and you can withdraw at any time. If you would be
willing to take part, that would be great. For privacy reasons it is necessary to give your
consent to a number of questions. If you agree with the questions below, you can answer
this e-mail in which you consent to the use of your answers in our research.

The consent form:

• I have been informed about the study. I have read the written information.

• I’ve had the opportunity to ask questions about this survey.

• I’ve had the opportunity to think over my participation in this survey.

• I agree to take part in this study in which I will be answering questions about graphs
of eye movement data.

• I give permission for the use of the data collected during this research for this scien-
tific research.

• I am aware that I can withdraw at any time and that I can ask questions about the
study at any time.

• I am aware that the data may be stored indefinitely for research purposes.

• I certify that I’m 18 years of age or older.

• I understand that any information I provide in relation to this study will be collected
anonymously and will not be traced back to me.

Best wishes, Marcel Claus

Debriefing message
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Thank you for participating in our survey. The aim of this study was to investigate which
visualization most clearly depicts temporal eye movements for multiple participants. We
suspect that the optimal graph for these eye movements depends on the question that you
are trying to answer about them. Your data will help confirm whether this is indeed the
case. To do so, we will count the number of times people provided an answer that was
consistent with the data shown in the graph.

We hope that you enjoyed participating in this study and that you had a positive experi-
ence. We would like to reiterate that your data will be stored and used in such a way that
no information that you provided can be traced back to you individually. If you have any
ethical concerns that you wish to discuss, please contact the supervisor of this research
(frouke.hermens@ou.nl), or the ethics committee of the Open University (ceto@ou.nl).

We would like to thank you once again for helping us with our research.

Marcel Claus
Frouke Hermens
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